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FO R EC A S T
Okanagan, LiUooet, and Thomp­
son legions: anew occasionally 
mixed with rain in Okanagan and 
LiUooet regions, l it tle  change in 
temperature. Winds light south* 
erty.
H IG H  A N D  LO W
■ Predicted temperature* for KeV. 
own* and Penticton 90 and *36. 
Kamloops IS and 36. Tempera­
tures recorded Thursday at Kel­
owna 35 and 23 with % In c t. 
snow.





CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(AP)—Another big ballistic 
.missile was launched here to­
day at 2:38 p.m. EST <11:38 
a.m. PST) .almost four hours 
after the successful firing of an 
Atlaa intercontinental weapon.
. The second weapon could 
have been one of two interme­
diate range air force missiles 
—the Naraho or the Thor. 
The Navaho has been discon­
tinued but the Thor is reported 
ready to gv into mass produc­
tion. The missile appeared to 
have been fired successfully.
CAPE C A N A V E R A L .  Fla. 
(AP) — The U.S. Air Force 
launched its fourth Atlas inter­
continental ballistic missile at 
10:48 a.m. EST today.
The giant missile took off in a 
puff of white smoke and a tre­
mendous flash of flame.
It rose slowly through hazy 
clouds. Its bright trail of fire, was 
visible for almost three minutes.
The thunder of its mighty en­
gines—a primary motor and two 
boosterS-^could be heard even af­
ter- the missile itself vanished in 
high clouds.
Shortly b e f o r e  disappearing 
into the overcast, the missile 
arched over gradually to the 
southeast, over the test range 
which extends 5,000 miles out 
across the Atlantic Ocean.
The Atlas is the, American an­
swer to Soviet intercontinental 
ba istic capability.
SECOND SUCCESS 
This was the $ebond apparently 
successful firing of “the beast," 
as the Atlas is known to its build­
ers*
v On the first two tries, the big 
missile started to get out of con­
trol shortly after launching and 
had to be destroyed.
"The .third launching last Dec. 17 
was successful over a 600-mile 
range. The air force said the 
- missile landed in a pre-selected 
target area.
Today’s test'w as b e l i e v e d  
scheduled for about the same 
distance. No attempt to fire the 
Atlas overv its full 5,000 - mile 
range is expected until late this 
year. It Is designed to carry a 
hydrogen warhead that distance 
in 25 minutes.
In Washington, the defence de- 
1 partment reported the test came 
off “successfully.”
Thr\ text of the announcement 
£y the department:
“The intercontinental ballistic 
missile, the Atlas, was test fired 
today at the missile test centre, 
Cape Canaveral, Fla., the depart­
ment of defence announced. The 
launching was successfully car­
ried out'a t 10:45 a.m. EST (7:45 
a.m. PST).
“The test of the Atlas, under 
development by the air force and 
Convalr, is one of a series of in­
termediate range and Intercontin­
ental ballistic missile flight tests 
conducted at the C a n a v e r a l  
range"
V A L L E Y  YA K K IN G  COST W ILL 
N O T RISE DESPITE EAST HIKE
(Courier’s /Vernon Bureau)
VERNON—As far as can be determined, it will not 
require more yen to yak in the Okanagan Valley.
Despite a three percent hike of Bell Telephone rates 
in Ontario and Quebec, the Okanagan Telephone Company 
apparently does not anticipate a similar move.'
While actual rate boosts are determined in the 
Vancouver accounts office of the company, feeling oh the 
local end was that as far as is known, no changes were 
contemplated.
VANCOUVER (CP)-—The .Sommers bribery case was 
adjourned today for a week and the police court magistrate sajd 
it’s, obvious the casc will not get on for some time,”
The charges of conspiracy,and of bribery against Robert 
Sommers, former British Columbia lands and forests minister, 
and four forest industry companies and four of their executives, 
was adjourned after defence and crown attorneys indicated they 
may not be . ready to proceed tmtil February. >







OTTAWA <CP) -  Justice Min 
istcr Davie Fulton says he hopes 
to call a conference of provin­
cial nttorncys-gencral “In the ren 
aonaoly near future" to discuss 
a revamping of Canada’s penal 
system.
He informed the Commons 
Thursday night he expects before 
long to present to the cabinet a 
number of suggestions, Including 
some 15 to 20 amendments to the 
criminal code, to Implement rec­
ommendations of \ the Fnuteux 
Committee on r e m i s s  tons of 
prison sentences.
Ho told Harold Winch (CCF- 
Vancouver; East), during study oi 
his departmental estimates, that 
the government already fias Ini'
Hated some action on its own. 
AUTOMATIC REVIEW 
For example, automatic parole 
, review of sentences — suggested 
by the committee headed by Mr,
Justice Gerald Fauteux of the 
Supreme Court of Canada — al 
ready had been Instituted In three 
penitentiaries and would bo es­
tablished in the other five fed­
eral prisons as soon as possible.
The three penitentiaries were 
understood to be nt St. Vincent 
de Paul, near Montreal, Kingston,
OnL, 'gnd Stony Mountain, Man 
The present system requires 
that a prisoner apply for a parole 
before his case is reviewed by the 
Justice d  •  p a rtment remissions Victoria 
service. , The Faa .
THIS IS RARE SIGHT IN KELOWNA
Takes more than a* little ef­
fort to clean away the more 
than a little snow tHat fell on
sidewalks this morning, but ) just the same. Looking on with 
two-year-old Bobby Smart i approval is his grandmother,. 
seems-to be enjoying the task, Mrs. C. Penson.
POLICE WARN MOTORISTS
Treacherous driving conditions 
{greeted motorists going to jtheir 
jobs this morning as the first 
appreciable amount of snow fell 
for the new year;
The one-inch Ja il—considered 
a bane to motorists and mothers 
but a boon to orchardists and the 
small fry—began falling early 
last night:
This is a^Kiut the fourth time 
this winter when just enough 
snow combined with near freez­
ing temperatures to make high­
ways and roads almost like a 
sheet of ice.
Despite the hazardous driving 
conditions in the city and dis­
trict, there wore no reports of 
any serious accidents; according 
to the RCMP. Drivers in general 
were proceeding cautiously.
There was one collision on Ber­
nard, avenue near Bertraih street 
early last night but there were 
no injuries- A car, backing out of 
nn angle parking place was 
struck in the rear by a car mov 
ing easterly on Bernard.
nothcr motor accident occur­
red just before noon today at 
Harvey and Pcndozi, but details 
of those Involved were hot im­
mediately available.
While only about an inch fell 
overnight, It continued intermit­
tently during the morning and 
conditions indicated it may stay 
around for a while.
Some snow already was melt­
ing before noon,' but not enough 
to make any appreciable'  dif­
ference.
Kelowna lias, been notably free 
of snow this winter, but no record
Orchardists look to the snow 
for an insulating blanket against 
posslbile severe cold 'weather. If 
extreme cold came and there 
was no snow, root and crown in­
jury would be caused, to the fruit 
trees,. according to John Smith, 
local ‘horticulturist.
Fruit growers also like to see 
the snow, especially high - in the 
watersheds, for lack of adequate
is being set.. During the winter of 
1944-43 there was less snow, ac­
cording to the office of local 
meteorologist R. P. Walrbd.
In the winter of 44*45, there 
was a  snowfall of 1.27 inches up 
to January 9. So far this winter 
(also up to Jan. 9) there has 
been approximately three fitches 
Including last night's light fall,
snow portends a scarcity of 
water for irrigation purposes.
Snowfall in most of the Oka­
nagan is below normal so,far this 
winter.
Official forecast for tonight and 
tomorrow Is for probable light 
snow, and possibly mixed with 
rain during the daylight hours, 
No appreciable fall In tempera­
ture is predicted.
By DON PEACOCK 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — When will It 
be? And which party will pre­
cipitate it?
These were central questions in 
a new round of speculation on the 
next election provoked Thursday 
by a Commons reply by Prime 
Minister Diefenbaker.
Main attention of speculators 
was on the Liberals. What will 
they, do once they have'chosen 
their new leader next weex?
The prime minister’s reply was 
made to Stanley Knowles, deputy 
CCF leader, who asked whether 
another federal - provincial fiscal 
confemce will be called before 
the next federal election. 
DEPENDS ON OPPOSITION 
That, said Mr. Diefenbaker, 
“would naturally depend on the 
conduct of my honorable friends, 
opposite (opposition parties) and'
' le degree to which they follow 
ns
have followed in recent weeks.” 
Some observers said this in­
dicated tfie prime minister might 
decide to appeal to the people 
soon on grounds his government 
can’t get on with-its program in 
its presen^minority position. Pro­
gressive Conservatives hold li3  of 
the 265 Commons'Seats.
Other party standings: Liberals 
106; CCF 25; Social Credit 19; 
Independents 2.
So far this session the Socia 
Credit party has been disposed to 
support the government.
Assuming all members were 
present, joint forces of the Lib­
erals and ,CCF would total 131, 
Conservatives and Social, Credit 
would total 132—butthat includes 
Speaker Roland Michener who 
could vote only to break a tie, 
In such a situation the govern­
ment's fate might appear to fie 
in the hands of the two'Quebec 
independents but it is more likely 
he result would hinge on which 
members happen to be sick, 
travelling or otherwise absent,
Full attendance of members is a 
rarity.
J. W. Pickersgill.(L—Bona vista 
-Twillingate) asked whether Mr, 
Diefenbaker’s reply that election 
dates depended On opposition con­
duct meant that the government 
won’t go to the people unless de­
feated in this house." '
Mr. Diefenbaker didn’t  reply. 
But an exchange of shouts arose 
among members and Mr. Pickers- 
gill made this parting shot 
“that’s what he said."
Get More
For Convention
OTTAWA (CP) — Most Major 
functions have their, organiza­
tional frustrations and crises. 
Trying to fit .300 proposals into 
five hours of discussion time 
may prove the big frustration of 
next week’s Liberal convention.
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 




Chosen To Ref 
Oldsters Game
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Maurice 
Richard will referee an old-timers 
hockey, gamo here J n n . ' 20 for 
British Columbia's centennial, it 
was announced today.
The Montreal Cunadlcns’ star 
will also receive a special nth- 
Ictc-of-the-ycar presentation from 
the Vancouver, Centennial Com* 
mlttcc. . r ■ i
Lester (Silver Fox) Patrick, 
former general manager of the 
New York Rangers, npd Fred 
(Cyclone) Tnylor, aU-time hockey 
great and n member of, hockey’s 
hall of faVne. will also receive 
Swards for lifetime contributions 
to hockey. - 1
One of Taylor’s great feats was 
to skate th e , length of the rink 
backwards .to score. Patrick, put* 
standing player and executive, re­
cently disposed of his shares fin 
Victoria Cougars of the Western 
Hockey League—his la*|/acUve 
connection with hockey.
The , party, seeking a new 
eader and possibly some new 
Ideas, on how to get back into 
power, is being flooded with prop­
osals, So Many resolutions are 
pouring In from across the coun­
try It appears only a fraction will 
get an airing at the three * day 
gathering openfitg hero Tuesday, 
George Marlcr, provisional res­
olutions committee chairman,, fig­
ured ho would get some 200 res* 
olutlons a t the ' most.
Now he has more than 300 and 
more may bo coming In, And the 
convention has allocated only five 
hours Jor< report of committees 
and consideration of resolutions 
from the floof.
This compares with sopae 12 
hours a l l o c a t e d  to various 
speakers, In fact the party has 
scheduled more than 35 speeches 
more , than double the mjOnbcr 
scheduled by the { Progressive 
Conservatives a t their convention 
here; a year ngo last December, 
PLENTY TO BAY >
AH this speech - making may 
leave little tim e, tor the - grass* 
roots * delegates to get their say. 
And apparently they have a lot 
to say. Some wAnt more low-posi 
housing for Canadians, higher ofi 
age pensions, a ‘modified credit 
policy, more aid for education 
In the heap of resolutions Is 
one demanding that the party’ 
leadership provide a periodic re­
port on Its stewardship by holding
Federal Health 
Program To Be 
Effective July 1
; OTTAWA (CP): The federal
government’s !plan - of sharing 
costjf nof a health-insurance p« 
gram . wiU become, effective with 
individual provinces next July 1, 
under a p ro p o s e d legislative 
change announced in the Com* 
mons today by Health Minister 
Monteith.
Mr. Monteith said, the govern­
ment intends to  introduce legisla­
tion to th is; effect a t the next 
session of Parliament. ,
At present tfie federal,offer, or­
iginally proposed by the former 
Liberal administration, - calls for 
the entry of a t, least six prov­
inces with at least half of Can­
ada's population b e f o r  e the 
scheme would become effective.
The minister told the House the 
government will propose that this 
clause in the original,bill be re­
pealed.
In place of It, a new section 
would permit federal participa­
tion with .any province, that has 
made an agreement with the cen­
tral government which has a 
hospital insurance law in force 
.'a t July 1, 1958. ■;' ■
B.C Forest Products
of Bribery
In addition to conspiracy 
charges filed earlier - against 
Somers and the other defendants, 
Prosecutor Stewart McMorran 
filed charges today of bribery 
and accepting bribes. He said 
that if proven against them, it 
could increase their maximum 
sentence to 14 years from the 
five-year maximum sentence 
possible on the conspiracy 
charges.
ANOTHER DEFENDANT 
A further defendant was 
brought into the oase Thursday 
when B.C. Forest Products Lim­
ited was served with a summons 
listing six charges of bribery and 
conspiracy. The company’s late 
president. Hector Munro, who 
died in December of a heart at­
tack, was listed in two of the 
counts.
The charges specify that the 
companies and their executives 
conspired with Sommers -gnd 
bribed him while he was forests 
minister in consideration f6r  for­
est management licences. - 
None of the individual defen­
dants . appeared in court today 
for the brief hearing. / 
Charged with Sommers and 
B.C. Forest Products are C. D, 
Schultz, H. .Wilson Gray, John 
M. Gray, C.' D. Schultz Limited, 
Pacific Coast Services lim ited 
and Evergreen Lumber Sales 
Limited.
Le g a l  h a ssle
Today’s hearing was taken up 
with lawyers' arguments that the 
forthcoming: assizes of th e ' B.C,
Walter - Owen . and Douglas 
Brown, said B.C. Forest Products 
is “anxious, to proceed, and dear 
this slur on its reputation. " 
However, Alfred Bull, who re­
presents Charles' D. Schultz ant 
the C. D. Schultz Limited, said 





WASHINGTON* (AP) — th e  
White Boose reported today 
that messages fro® the publle 
on President Eisenhower's ‘ 
“state of . th$ union", address 
are - routing Mlk per cent In 
support of Ms proposals.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Denjo* 
brats called on President Eisen* 
hower today to back up- with 
specific blueprints for action the 
eight-point program he placed be­
fore Congress and the American 
people Thursday.
Lyndon F.. Johnson of - Texas, 
Senate Democratic leader, set 
the show-me tone of. reaction ,to 
the proposals.! Ijlisehhower out* 
fined in his “state of the. union" 
message. Eisenhower said they 
are needed to. meet the growing 
space-era threat of what he re* 
peatedly called “Communist,im­
perialism.” ' -
The president has in general- 
term s. set forth some worthy ob­
jectives," . Johnson said in an in* 
terview. “He has ■’ called for 
Strengthening of o u r y l  I I  e s, 
greater' understanding and; com*
Supreme Court wpuld keep ,thenv 
engaged well in February. ■ *■
Representing the most r e c e n t . . . . . . . . .
tfefehdahts^in th e  ca’Se^Iawyera mer cebetweetr* nations - and,-st*
tempts - to  bring" peace, to . the 
World. . V ." ' :
NEED SPECIFIC PLANS ‘
“Now we are Waiting> for-fils, 
blueprints for- meeting- those. ob­
jectives. As soon as he lays them 
down, our c o m m i t t e e s  will 





Sub Aground In Clyde
LONDON (Reuters)—Six ships 
pulled the Rqyal Navy submar­
ine Taciturn off a bank in the 
Firth of Clyde today. 36 hours 
after she ran aground in fierce 
Atlantic gales.
The Taciturn was blown onto 
the bank 50 yards from the,Scot­
tish toast and remained there 
throughout the night ns • high 
winds prevented, other ships from 
towing her free. „ •
Two other vessels — n 734-ton 
steamer and n tug—still were 
aground in the Firth of Clyde, 
Tho Belfast steamer Ballyhalbcrt 
was grounded during the gales 
and the tug went aground Thurs­
day night after damaging her 
iropellcr while trying to refloat 
he steamer.
Meanwhile, a lifeboat struggled 
through high winds today to res­
cue another lifeboat drifting out
of control off the rocky coast of 
Cornwall. The. crippled boat had 
seven men on board.
In  Holland, the dike army went 
home today after many hours of 
patrolling against damage caused 
by gales and blizzards that swept 
over northern Europe Thursday 
night.
Moscow radio reported today 
that. 500,000 tons ;of snow fell in 
the Russian capital In one night 
and about 600* snowplows were 
working'to clbar the streets,
MONTREAL (CP) All-winter 
construction will become general 
in Canada within the next 10 
years, thus diminishing, seasonal 
unemployment In the building in­
dustry, an official of the Cana­
dian Construction A s s o elation 
said Thursday night.
New techniques pioneered by 
Canadian engineers,. chiefly; in 
cold-weather, pouring ,of concrete 
are> making winter projects more 
efficient, H. J . Leitch, of Montreal 
said in an interview. ,
Mr. Lettch. Is chairman of ’a 
convention committee preparing 
for the CCA’s giant “ construe- 
Hon parliament" in', Quebec City 
later this month.. About 1,000 
delegates will attend the, asso­
ciation's 40th ' annual . meeting 
Jan. 26-29.
“The construction industry Is 
developing ways and means* of 
getting around the problems of 
winter work," he said.. “ It's a 
question of technique not man­
power.', , :
As an example of winter-long 
work, he pointed to the fit: Lawr­
ence Seaway where concrete
B .C . Pulp Strike 
Costs
VANCOUVER <CP)~The cost 
of British Columbia's pulp- and 
raper atrikq to the two unions 
hvdlvcd Is approaching the, $750,- 
000. mark. ,, • '
The figure was quoted by pulp 
and Sulphite Union official Pat 
O’Neil of Prince Rupert in an 
appeal to the Vancouver Labor 
council for strike aid. 1
Mr. O’Neil satd thfc walkout is 
costing the unions $75,000 a week.
Strike leaders have predicted 
the mills may be JkSIe until 
spring.
A company spokesman said 
yroll losses amount to, about 
,000,000, while on tho basis Of
_,overagc 1056 -output, production 





Death of Dr. John Thorburn 
Williamson, 52, fabulous diamond 
king,"in Tanganyika, Soqth Afri 
ca, earlier this week, has left 
a local family bereaved 
It was learned late Thursday 
that a brother of the fsmet 
Canadian-born millionaire re­
sided in Kelowna. He J» Percy 
B. Williamson, 398 Chrisllcton 
Ave. Also surviving I s 'a  sister. 
Dr, Willomsoni, who was single, 
was often mentioned as , the 
world's “moat ctlglbie bachelor," 
Whereabouts of the brother, 
Percy Williamson, and his wife 
is unknown. They are reported 
to have gone away for a trl 
The WiUamsons have three * 
four children, most of whom, f 
not all, are attending school Ip 
Kelowna.
The WUiamsons came here 
few montits ago front eastern 
Canada,
pouring continued,during.nil bat 
the worst days of last winter. At 
Cornwall, Ont., Canadian crews 
poured-.pre-heated concrete in the 
huge. 2',200,000-horsepower hydro* 
electric dam while their United, 
States counterparts halted work 
for several months.- 
Mr. Leitch predicted the. de* 
mhnd 'for "workers1 in the ? build*, 
ing business will be spread-over t 
12 months,, Instead of seasonally 




Annual meeting of the Kelow­
na Board, of Trade will be held 
tonight a t 6:15 in tfie Royal Anns 
Hotel.
. Trade board president C. D. ; 
Gaddes will present his annual 
report. Election, of officers and 
a , general discussion of nfew busi­
ness will also highlight .the.-meet* 
Ing. ..........
British Cabinet Hassle Makes
LONDON (AP)~Prlme Minis­
ter Macmillan seems, to have 
turned a serious'clash inside his 
cabinet to the political advantage 
of himself ana his Conservative 
party, ,", ;•
Instead of finding his position 
with the public weakened, Mac­
millan may tome out stronger 
frpm the dispute which produced 
the surprise resignation1 of the 
chaccllor of the , exchequer, 
Peter ThorneycrdfL 
For Macmlllan, -as he now 
tours the Commonwealth on this 
first anniversary of his faking 
office, stands at home as the de­
fender of the welfare services— 
as the moderate politician who 
refused to cqt government ex- 
pendltufes on such things as free 
milk for children and aid to  ex­
pectant'mothers. ' i,
The announced reason for Tbof 
ncycroft’s 1 resignation M oil- 
day was that ho Insisted tha) the 
relatively small- sum of (tSO.OOOr 
OOQ be cut from the estimate or
Sivernmcnt expenditures to t th< seal year beginning April 1. 
This would have kept 1958*30 
spending a t this year's level.
A * * ....................................
Macmillan’s letter, (accepting 
he resignation made It plain 
that the prime minister thought • 
welfare acrvlcca would have had 
to be cut if the chancellor had 
won >hls\figh. -
After naming Derick. Heath- 
ebat-Amory a s , new chancellor, 
Macmillan took off on* schedule 
the next day for a 39-d«y tour 
to India, Pakistan, Ceylon, New 
Zealand*and Australia, ’
Yanks T r ie ; Atom ic 
B o m h b v s rC a n a d a
OTTAWA (CP) — AmerJcaif 
planes occasionally-carry atomic 
or hydrogen bomwt over Cana­
an torrttoyy with, this country’s 
ritten permUsJon, it was learned 
today on high authority. .«
In the case of each such flight, 
the United Btsles goweratneot 
presents a formal requ«»t toCsn* 
ad#;,Ttilfeeun^Y^ 
enrii cara most bô signOd W  a; 
cabliwt Mnlkteri/Aii ' .
ace in translt to American bases 
overseas,, ai]braritily!i| 
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What's The Matter With 
Canadian Gloom-'
What’s the matter with us Canadians? 
Can’t we stand prosperity? Jt seems impos­
sible (or us to look on the brighter side (or 
very long. As soon as business starts rolling 
along in high gear, talk of a “recession” in­
variably starts.
A year has. just passed in which Can- • 
ada’s standard of firing has risen to an all* 
time high. More people are making mdney 
and buying more'of .the finer things of life 
than ever before. Now with a new year be-. 
f ginning, it”s time to look up, not down.
' We heartily concur with Premier Ben­
nett, who in a New Year’s message, criticized 
pessimists (or retarding the development of 
Canada. Whether-tight money, over-pricing 
of the Canadian dollar on money markets, 
or an ill-considered immigration scheme were 
responsible (or the recent increase in un­
employment; is a matter of debate. But the 
main point is if we keep talking about 
recession, as sure as night follows day, we 
are going to have a depression.
Many merchants in this area have re­
ported that Christmas sales were the highest 
on record. They’ll say that in one breath,
and in the next express, fears for the year 
ahead. Yet with record Christmas spending, 
local banks report savings deposits are ahead 
of a year ago. Another barometer is the fact 
that the most successful Canada Savings Bond 
campaign has just been concluded. The sav­
ings bond drive closed on December 31. It 
was open only two months, in place of the 
customary eight to nine months.
Does that sound like a recession?
It woijld be no great -feat to talk this 
country into bad times, anytime. But once we 
talk our way there, it takes more than talk 
to get us out.
There has been too much talk at the 
national level this year about the possibility 
of a recession. Unemployment has been re­
ported on the increase, production on/the 
decrease. But experts appear to be about 
evenly divided on opposite sides of that con­
jecture.
Certainly those 'who pay lip-service to 
such a belief are doing themselves and the 
entire country a disservice.
A little more optimism and less gloom­
spreading would go a long was to restore 
confidence.
Choice O f  A  Liberal Leader
Attention will be focussed on Ottawa 
next week where the Liberal party is holding 
a  convention to choose a  new leader to suc­
ceed former Prime Minister Louis St. Laur­
ent.
The convention outcome, and especially 
that phase of it involving the choice of a new 
‘ leader, will have a  significance far beyond 
. strictly, party lines. Although the decision 
will be made by delegates wearing the colors 
of the group, what they do is. bound to have 
a! bearing on the future history of government 
'  in this country.
The man chosen for this office will be­
come at once the leader of the official opposi­
tion in Parliament. In the normal course of 
things, but a sequel which supporters of the 
administration at present in power trust will 
be long delayed, he will be called upon by 
the Governor General of the Dominion to 
form a government, with himselL as Prime 
Minister and with, no doubt, the friendly riv­
als he has bested on the floor of the conven­
tion hall among his colleagues. Regarded in 
this light, the action which will follow bqllot- 
' ing will have an interest in all parts of the 
r country and in the ranks of those politically 
opposed to him and the policies he~ stands for.
The new leader, whoever he may be,
will not have long to wait before heading the 
Liberal cohorts into battle since, unless the 
political prophets in the Capital City are far 
astray in their predictions, an appeal to the 
people by the Diefenbaker government can 
not be long delayed. ;
I t could be that the new leader woulr 
call for an immediate vote of confidence in 
the government, and with CCF support, coulc 
bring about the defeat of the Pro-Con admin 
istration. However, we feel (the Liberals wil 
want to do a little fence-mending and that the 
new leader will want to tour Canada and 
mieet his constituents before heading info an 
election battle. 1
Aspiring to fill the shoes of Mr. St. 
Laurent are two other members of the cabinet 
he headed until last summer. Lester Pearson 
and Paul Martin have announced they will 
contest the party leadership. Mayor Hender­
son of Portage La Prairie, who is also a Pres- 
, bytefian minister, and Mayor Don Mckay, of 
Calgary, probably one of the most colbrful 
public figures in Western Canada, have stated 
they too will contest the convention.
There seems no doubt, however, but 
that the main fight will be between Messrs. 
Martin and Pearson, with the latter getting 
the final nod.





By THE VENERABLE D; S. CATCHPOLE
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN! might get a little closer to the
nect sta
es an in
•LBy JOSEPH MacSWEEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
. Western leaders are working up 
to an exchange of letters with 
their diligent pen-pal, Soviet Pre­
mier Bulganin.
, The bland and goatee-ed pre- 
mer—the “bulgy” half of the 
Kremlin’s Krushy-Bulgy team -  
must be waiting With a certain 
amount of 'anticipation for the re­
plies to . his December letter 
broadside to Western .chiefs.
Party Secretary Khrushchev 
had reason to be proud of Bul­
ganin. who has the appearance o! 
a seedy Santa Claus, for the suc- 
ces of that broadside, which 
came on the evo of the NATO 
“ summit” meeting.
Bulgy has to p l e a s e  only 
Khrushy. The Western spokesmen 
have the more complicated task 
. of striving for at least a basic 
common agreement in their re­
plies, find that Is the purpose of 
the current NATO council meet­
ings in Paris.
MO STAMPEDE
If Blganln's curiosity is hard 
<o bear—he isn’t, likely to get re­
plies right away—he could get n 
fairly clear picture of what Is go- 
, ing on in the Western capitals by 
. reading newspapers.
He would thus learn that his 
proposal for on East-West sum­
mit meeting has caused much dc- 
’ bate on this .side of the Iron Cur­
tain but has definitely failed to 
start a  stampede toward the dip- 
. lomatic mountain top.1
But he would also know that
P r i m e  Minister' Macmillan of 
Britain has reacted favorably, al­
beit cautiously, to Bulganin’s call 
for an East-West non-aggression 
pact. . V
NUCLEAR CORRIDOR 
The proposals have caused 
soulsearching. The over-all feel­
ing in the West seems to be that 
despite suspicions of Russian sin­
cerity and motives, the Western 
countries must never be found in 
the position of rejecting overtures 
coward peace, doubtful or not.
It appears that the United 
States and France have reached 
agreement on the general outline 
of their replies to Bulganin, These 
would not close the door to the 
possibility of summit talks, but 
would Insist first on lower-level 
conferences’. and agreements. on 
specific issues.
Britain is said to be at odds 
with the U.S. and France over a 
separate Polish proposal for a
belt In Central Europe free of nu­
clear armaments, i n  some re­
spects, this proposal Is similar to 
one put forward at one time by 
Sir Anthony Eden, Britain’s for­
mer prime minister. <
The rone would include East 
and West Germany, Polapd and 
Czechoslovakia. It is believed the
*
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worthy of discussion. But it has 
run into opposition from the U.S., 
which feels it would be a move 
t o w a r d  neutralization of Ger­
many
Just what effect the domestic 
political Situations of the Western 
countries will have on the replies 
to Bulganin is hard to say.
President Eisenhower and State 
Secretary Dulles are coping with 
a Congress and public opinion 
.whose self-confidence has been 
badly shaken by Russian ad­
vances.
Prime Minister Macmillan, now 
on an extended overseas tour, la 
at the same time facing a storm 
of criticism" following the resigna­
tion of the chancellor of the ex­
chequer, Peter Thorneycroft.
Oddly enough, Felix Galllard 
whose position as French premier 
has a history of instability 
seems for the .moment to be'the 
least harassed of the big three 
leaders on the domestic front.
At the risk of being called a 
jack-straw (whatever that is) by 
some chappie in Summerland, I 
am going to say something about 
the Queen and her Christmas 
Broadcast. 1 doubt if I have miss­
ed a royal broadcast since George 
V began speaking to his people 
on Christmas day many years 
ago. I like to hear the live broad­
cast and not transcripts. Frankly, 
of late year, I have found the 
messages a bit platitudinous, and 
have suspected that ghost writers 
were responsible for their con­
tent.
This time, however, I feel cer­
tain that the Queen wrote what 
she said, and said what she want­
ed to say; and she said it with 
dignity. She pu t1 to ' flight the 
Muggeridges and the Altrinch- 
ams. She routed them because 
she spoke on a higher plane than 
the one on which these people 
live. When she finished, I said, 
“Well done, my dear!" Nobody 
heard, me and perhaps she would 
not have been amused but maybe 
she would have been pleased 
nevertheless. It seemed to me 
that she did so want the affection 
of us, the people. Her comment 
to the effect that all the cere­
monies could have ben arranged 
but no one could have arranged 
the , welcome given her by the 
people in Canada and the United 
States indicated that it was d per­
sonality and as one who was will­
ing to give her heart to the na­
tions that she came. >
pert te about which some 
soliticians are always talking. 
The Queen, I am sure, has heard 
the criticisms. Perhaps she was 
not too displeased. Perhaps they 
gave her the opportunity to say 
what she had long wanted to say. 
Perhaps they gave her the occa­
sion for breaking with those who 
would have her say nothing of 
consequence. At any rate, she did 
break with her restrainers and 
she told us plainly that she was 
very human and affectionate, and 
devoted to our welfare. May God 
give her strength ,a stout spirit 
and a good courage! I t would be 
interesting to know her inmost 
thoughts about all this, but she 
left, me with the impression, after 
the broadcast, that she was a fel­
low traveller with Mr. Valiant- 
for-Truth.
Perhaps the criticism of the 
past year has not been without
TALK WITH MASSEY 
OTTAWA (C P),-..P rim e Min­
ister Diefenbaker conferred with 
Governor-General Massey Thurs­
day, Officials sold it was just one 
of Mr Diefcnbaker’s "periodic’1 
visits and that only' routine bust
British c o n s i d e r  this theory'ness was dlsUsscd.
BYGONE
DAYS
Politeness and wisdom go 
hand in hand in the case of tho 
western W o ris t  who says he 
always gives a woman driver 
three-fifths of the road as soon 
as he can tell wlilch three-fifths 
she wants.
, * , * v
\  The sudden entrance of a 
Wife has caused many a secret­
ory to change her position.
' * ,
In the old days a fool and 
his mohey were soon parted. 
Now it hnppens to everyone.
* * •
A real modern girl is the ono 
who can meet the wolf at the 
dobr and emerge with a new 
fur coat.
Another mistaken Idea enter­
tained by most fhen is that tjtoy 
can make love the slickest 
they are oiled.
The Virginia Traffic Safety 
Bulletin proffers n new warning 
for drivers in school zones:. 
“Keep the Pupils in our Eycj.”
value. After all, we do want a 
Queeq, who is not remote. It was 
a fine thing that Her Majesty 
appeared on Television, which 
must have been an ordeal which 
some people, • including local 
would-be aldermen, find very 
trying. It is good that she came 
out boldly and said that she did 
not make the laws or administer 
justice. We knew that already, of 
course, but now the pretense has 
been stripped away and by the 
Queen herself. It is all to the 
good. I feel sure that; she made 
a, great many friends when she 
spoke to us on Christmas Day.
I cannot lead you into battle," 
Her Majesty ^ald, Well, .that is 
something for which to be thank­
ful ahd 1 wish the same could be 
said of some of the other influen­
tial people in the world. Times 
are changing for kings and com­
moners alike. It may well be the 
privilege of the Queen to lead us 
into peace!for it is just such 
people ns she who can work much 
good in the world, Do we hope for 
pence nnd security from tho 
lenders in the Kremliri? - Can we 
hope for pence from the French 
Parliament? Is it likely that 
people" with a (hntp-fixatlon 
ngalnst tho Russians are going to 
help to bring pence on the earth? 
Do wo want a warlike Queen 
today? Do we not rather peed 
somcono who will say boldly that 
it is not bigger nnd better bombs 
but rather gentler and kinder 
hearts which are essential to 
preservation ns a civilization 
which can do the world good.
If a few more people of infl 





OTTAWA (C P)-H . E. V(Bob) 
Kidd, executive secretary of the 
National liberal, Federation, has 
resigned as vice - president of 
Cockfield, Brown and Co. Ltd., a 
Toronto advertising firm.
Duncan MacTdvish of Ottawa 
federation president, announced 
at a press conference that 
the 55-year-old Mr. Kidd now will 
devote his full time to the . Lib­
erals and drop his connections 
with the advertising outfit which 
did work for the Liberals.
He said M r.‘Kidd's resignation 
as vice-president became effect­
ive Dec. 31.
The Stockholm-born Mr. Kidd 
was criticized by the Young Lib­
erals , of O n t a r i o  at their 
Presqu’ile Point convention last 
September for holding dual jobs.
They adopted a resolution rec­
ommending th a t , the position of 
the national executive secretary 
“should not fro held by an officer 
or employee of any agency, firm 
or company having contracts with 
the Liberal party.”
At that time Mr. Kidd declined 
to comment on- the resolution 
other than to say the federation's 
executive secretary, He declined 
to disclose the salary involved.
- 'V 1- "■/T' -1 r  "  » - *
10 YEARS AGO 
January. 1948
A resident of the district for 
the past 50 years died in Kelowna 
General >Hospital on. New Year’s 
Dayx948. She' was Mrs. Jane  Mc­
Kinley, 84 years of age: Her hus­
band, John Black McKinley was 
one of the pioneers of the district 
and McKinley’s Landing . was 
named after him. Mr. McKinley 
died in 1932.
According to year-end vital 
statistic figures released at the 
government office, briths and 
marriages showed a marked in­
crease over 1946, while deaths 
took a slight decline. A total of 
550 children? were bom in , the 
city last year, compared with 420 
during 1946, while 201 marriages 
were performed,' an increase of 
19 over the same period. Deaths 
during 1947 totalled 125, lour less 
than in 1946.
Averring that “progress lias 
us by the throat,’’ the Brnqdbn 
Sup thus elucidates: “First, it 
produces the A-bomb to drive 
us nil intb the cellar, and then 
the modern homo, which hasn't 
any." i
’ , 1 *  ’ ■ *  *
When the . wife , complains 
about tho noise her husband 
makes when he cooks his own 
breakfast, it's a sure symptom
that the honeymoon is over.
* ' *
As Senator Soaper remarks 
in the Chicago News: “To run 
our missiles program wo now 
have a Czar—which Is more 
than the Russians have been 
able to  day for forty years.”
will you my heart" -wo
H O W  D O  , 
Y O U  D O O D L E ?
Give almost anyone a 
fresh tablecloth or a tele­
phone pad, and >yoif end 
up w i t h  a b u n c h  of 
doodles. To Helen King, 
authority on graphology, 
doodles reveal character­
istics 'of personality.
In t h i s  week's STAR 
WEEKLY she explains 
aom^ of the connections 
between personality and 
the weird wanderings of 
the doodler's pencil: Be 
sure and get “your copy 
of this w e ek * *  STAR 
WEEKLY, on sale every 
where!
I wpwr
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1938 
Ferry returns for the last year 
exceeded those of 1936 by $3,300.
.30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928
Though at this season of the 
year there is no possibility of any 
person in the Okanagan being 
bitten by a rattle snake, it should 
be made, known widely that the 
Provincial Board of Health has 
supplied Dr. Ootmar, the District 
Medical Health Officer, with two 
doses of anti-venom serum, which 
will be kept at the laboratory of 
the Kelowna General Hospital for 
use in any emergency. The‘rail­
way and other transportation 
companies have offered to co­
operate in transferring it as quick­
ly hs possible to wherever it may 
be needed.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
Gunner G. Dowsley, brother of 
Mrs. Kenneth McLaren, who Un­
til recently lived in Kelowna, has 
been killed In, action. His death 
took place on December. 1 last.
60. YEARS AGO 
January, 1908
The Chinese Masons of Kelowna 
held a festival on Saturday night 
in Raymer’s Hall which lasted 
until about 6 n.m. on Sunday.
BT PATRICK NICHOLSON 
8pecial Correspondent for ■
The Kelowna Dally Courier
OTTAWA: The Honorable Les­
ter Bowles Pearson, widely con­
sidered the likely successor to 
Louil S t  Laurent as leader of the 
Liberal Party, was born in Tor­
onto sixty years ago.
There are four careers open to 
every Torontonian. Broadly, the 
choice lies between industry, 
learning, sport and the armed 
services. As a successful Hog- 
Tbwner should, Mr. Pearson has 
attained fame and some fortune. 
But strangely enotigh he chose 
not one, but all tear, of those nor­
mal careers; and then attained 
his renown and riches In the un­
usual fifth career of diplomat.
Every major step in Mr. Pear­
son's life has contained an un­
expected twist; each unusual 
event h is  happily carried him a 
step upward.
Aged 20. a lieutenant in the Can­
adian Army, he found war dull 
in Salonika and asked for a trans­
fer to the Royal Flying Corps. Of 
his training as a pilot, little re­
mains but his fortunate change 
of name.
"How in hell can anyone fight 
with a name tyke Lester,” com­
mented his new commanding of­
ficer. "From now on, you’re 
Mike."
Demobilised at war end, Mike 
tried industry. He got. a start in 
the meat-packing business. Mike 
likes to think that it was his own 
ability rather than his uncle’s 
influence which gained him pro­
motion from the- stockyards to 
the sausage department.
Two years later, with a scholar­
ship based on the profits of the 
farm implement business, he 
went to Oxford University, .where 
he collected the first of his nine­
teen supernumerary degrees. He 
already had one from Toronto; 
he has subsequently acquired 17 
honorary doctorates. But he 
valued more the "Blue" which he 
won fot representing Oxford-at 
hockey and lacrosse.
THE TEACHER WAS TAUGHT 
The next step was teaching his- 
i ory a t Toronto University. Hero 
again his career won him re­
wards in an unusual channel 
When his student body present­
ed him with his charming wife.
In 1928, Mike visited the Pub­
lic Archives in Ottawa, to gath­
er material for a book, still not 
finished, on the United Empire 
Loyalists. His most important 
find in the Archives was the head 
of the new Federal Department 
of External Affairs, who invited 
him to join it as a civil servant 
—which Mike did.
Twenty years of widening ex­
perience and increasing fame 
and achievement followed. He 
reached a professional pinnacle 
as ambassador '  td "the United 
States. But the one-time baseball 
player for Guelph’s Inter-County 
League team got more satisfac 
tion in Washington when "Pear­
son’s Pen-pushers” consistently 
beat the .S.A. State Department 
nine, who remained in ignorance
possible by the ppsltio" which 
Mr. Pearson held as on. reign 
Secretary, and by the status 
which Canada enjoys. But such 
fame would never have been 
achieved without t b e  patient 
skill in  negotiating,' and without 
the sparkling but earthly phrase 
In describing, which he can al­
ways command.
Such, for example, is Mike'a 
definition of Democracy: "It. la 
the ‘Hi’ as against the ’Hell', it 
is the 'donf in *dont shove', it 
is the hole in the stuffed shirt 
through which the sawdust slow­
ly trickles . . . "
Such was his 1950 prediction 
abodt Canada's own foster-child, 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organ­
ization: "This may provide the 
foundation for a great' co-opera­
tive economic commonwealth of 
the western world, which may 
one day become a political com­
monwealth. In this jet-propelled 
atomic age, no vision less than 
this will do.”
This is the Mike we know on 
Parliament Hill; the man who is 
the evident choice of very many 
Liberals everywhere, as the man 
most likely to lead them back 
from the era of “Know-Howc’’ to 
the premised land of liberalism, 
and back to being a national In­
stead of a French-Canadlan poli­
tical power.
AID TERMS LATER 
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime MinL 
star Diefenbaker said Thursday 
the Commons will learn later 
whether special federal grants for 
tho Mnritlmcs are to be made 
available In the current fiscal 
year that ends March 31, Terms 
of the proposed aid will be re­




A t Coast Dock
VANCOUVER (CP) — Damage 
estimated at $200,000 was caused 
Wednesday night by a fire in a 
waterfront grain elevator which 
for a time threatened vessels 
moored nearby.
The 650-foot-long loading gal­
lery of Pacific Elevators‘Ltd. a t 
Lapointe Pier was destroyed by 
the fire which was fought by a 
fireboat and by every .available 
piece of downtown fire equip­
ment. I t  took an hour to bring 
the flames under control.
Harbor Master J. Dobie esti­
mated the l o s s  at. more than 
$200,000. '
Crewmen of the Russian grain 
ship V. Mayakovsky, tied up for 
loading at the side of the gallery, 
spotted the blaze and tried to 
fight It with deck hoses until fire­
men arrived. -
Witnesses said the fire 'started 
m a wooden tunnel from' which 
grain is poured from the gallery 
into vessels. Within minutes," it 
spread in all . directions through 
the raised gallery, swiftly burn­
ing the w o o d e  restructure and 
sending flames leaping high into 
the'air.'
of the- former professional status 
of the shirt-sleeved Canadian am­
bassador pitching against them. 
BID TO PUBLIC LIFE ^
At the* age of 51, Mr. Pearson 
left, his civil service career to ac­
cept Prime Minister Mackenzie 
King’s bid to join his cabinet.
As spokesman for this respect­
ed "Middle Power” on the inter­
national stage,' "Mike" quickly 
became an international by-word 
as a dipplomatic negotiator, and 
a bridg/er-ofrdifferences. His dip? 
lomatic activity was compulsorily 
terminated on 10th June last, 'but 
not before he had piled VP *nchic: 
vements sufficient to .win him a 
reward unusual In diplomacy-: 
namely rlchps. These came to 
him In the form of the Nobel 
Peace Prize of $40,000, donated 
strangely enough from a  fortund 
jased on the widespread pttd pro­
fitable sale of high explosives.
No Canadian had before won 
such headline fame In world, dl 
lomatic circlps. This was made
KILLED BY SHARK
DURBAN, South Africa (Reut­
ers)—A shark killed a man 35 
miles from Durban Thursday in 
the fifth attack—and third' fatal- 
i‘y — on the Natal south coast 
within a month. The victim, 
Deryk Garth Prinsoloo, • was 
bathing in knee-deep water.
Only one white'man was present, 
and by some .strange circum­
stance, he Is Sovereign Grand
Master of the Chlttse Masons of 
Canada, nnd. two Chinese ‘tyees’ 
who came up from the coast to 
attend the ceremonies, had to 
kow-tow to-him.
...........I*"—* - ...... ..— "I—"■
BILINGUAL ISLANDS
Official' language of ttie Chan 
nel Island*, is French, but Eng­
lish is comiponly used,
■' I.
The Corporation o f tlie  City o f Kelowna
CRACK DOWN ON DRINKING
QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebee 
government bqs decided to ask 
the legislature for authority to 
crack down on drinking in auto­
mobiles. The ̂ government Thurs­
day tabled'a bill that would make ’ 
drinking of liquor In automobiles 
an offence, A fine of $100 would 
be Imposed for a first offence. 
Maximum .penalty after two of­
fences would be $300 or 90 days 
in jail, or both.
BIBLE TH O U G H T
Receive my Instruction and not 
silver, and knowledge rather 
than choice gold. Proverbs 8:10.
The book of Proverbs has mode 
Jewish people great,
' Sunday, January'12th, 1958, is hereby pro­
claimed as Civic’ Sufiaay. The Mayor and Council and 
ciyic heads will attend Divine Service nt eleven 
o’clock in tho forenoon at , St. Michael aiul All 
Angels* Church,
AH citizens are asked to attend their place of 
worship on that date and supplicate a blessing from . 
the Almighty on our City. . ]





an «pk story of
ono man’s full and adventurous Ilf* 
by Honrik /bson 
Directed by Michael Uingham 
Produced by th# COO
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, MISS BARBARA ADAMS 
is spending a week in Portland, 
Ore. at-presuit, enjoying a visit 
| with friends.
AFTERNOON TEA . . .  was 
served by the Ladies Auxiliary, 
[Kelowna Health Unit, following 
the official opening of the new 
annex on ."Wednesday. About fifty 
people were present. *
COAST VISIT . . .  Mr. and 
Mrs. J . F. Hampson are spend­
ing a few days in Vancouver.
TRAVEL TO U.S. POINTS .
Lt. Col. and Mrs. J . D. Gemmill 
spent the Christmas holidays with 
Mrs. GemmllTs sister . anc 
[brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs 
I Charles Taschereau of Walla 
Walla, Wash., from where they 
will journey, next week to Lag­
una Beach, Calif., for the winter 
months. While in Walla Walla,
| Mrs. Gemmill and Mrs. Tasch- 
ercau made a quick trip back 
to Kelowna to visit their sisters, 
|Mrs. St. G. P. Baldwin, Oka­
nagan Mission, who was ill, and 
another sister in Penticton. The
Glenmore Group. 
Square Dancers 
W ill Hold First
GLENMORE — The Square 
Dance Group of Glenmore is 
holding its first dance of the 
new year on Saturday. January 
11, in, the Glenmore School. It 
is requested that those attending 
wear soft-soled shoes or slippers 
for dancing as the floor in the 
Activity Room has been re- 
finished.
Membership tickets to the 
Square Dance Group- may be 
purchased at\to* .door. A very 
pleasant evening is expected and 
ts wfi
KEEP IN TRIM
N o  Better tim e  Than N e w  Ye a r 
T o  M ake Start On N e w  Figure
refreshmen be served.
BABY STRANGLED 
OTTAWA <CP)\— Daryl Bren­
nan, 19 months, was strangled to 
death Wednesday \when he be­
came tangled in a brib harness. 
The youngster’s .mother, Mrs. 
John Brennan, told police she had 
to use ithe harness^to keep the 
frisky toqy in hiy1 bed. A doctor 
let the boyuixuvtrci « — ........ ...had  told her>  l t t   -cry
Gemmills plan to return in April. I himself to sleep if necessary.
' V ‘I). FBI., JAN. 
___ £ ______
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MR. AND MRS. DAVID GOGEL, JR.
Vow s Heard A t  Grace Baptist
. Candle-light gleamed on cedar 
houghs in Grace Baptist Chu/ch 
on toe evening of Saturday, Jan­
uary  4, when Joan Henrietta, 
third daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
F . E. Holt was united in marriage 
to David Gogel, J r., son of Mr. 
and Mrs. David Gogel, Sr., all 
of Kelowna. Rev. R. M. Bourke 
conducted the double-ring cere­
mony. .
Given in marriage by her fath­
er, the bride wore a gown of 
White bridal lace and net with 
lily-point sleeves. Opalescent se-
The reception was held In the 
church ' basement, where 150 
guests sat down to a turkey sup­
per prepared by church members. 
Serviteurs were young people 
from toe People’s Mission. Cand­
les surrounded by pine-needles 
and cones decorated toe tables 
The. three-tiered yredding cake 
was heart-shaped.
- Mr. Albert Gogel proposed the 
toast to the bride, to which the 
groom responded. A musical pro­
gram was enjoyed by the guests
Household Cottons Colorful 
Examine Weave Experts Advise
By titA JEAN RAIN
“Won't you tell us how other 
women manage to start reducing 
and carry through?*' an over­
weight implores. “No one except 
another overweight knows what 
a person suffers when she is ter­
ribly g fat but cannot1 come to 
gripjjr. with her problem," she 
adds;
If you know exactly how the 
writer of that letter feels, today's 
column is for you. With the be­
ginning of toe, New Year comes 
fresh courage. This Monday ’Is 
the ideal time for a new begin­
ning. The first step is to make op 
your mind.
It isn’t enough to just make an­
other resolution1 to “go on a diet." 
To put resolute intentions on 
par with action is a common 
failing. All this accomplishes is 
to ease your mind, temporarily.
To release your will for action, 
change your point of view. Vis 
ualize yourself the way you want 
to be—normal weight and vitally 
alive. Set a near goal by aiming 
first a t your next smaller site, 
16 to 20 pounds lighter.’Concen­
trate on your goal. Hold that pic­
ture in your mind’s eye.
Science .has the way by which 
you 'can eat to lose weight. It 
isn’t a quickie diet, but rather 
an eating pattern made up of 
variety of foods. This.pattern in­
cludes toe foods which are the 
best sources of essential nutri­
ents.
What’s keeping you overweight 
—or gaining?. Yourcalories are 
too high. Of course, nobody eats 
“calpries”—you eat food which 
releases fuel; toe amount of which 
can be measured in terms of cal­
ories. But when your meals, plus
snacks, add up <0 more calories 
turn you use in daily activity, 
the pounds come on. One pound 
of body fat represents 3.500 cal­
ories taken over and above to^ 
number used. *•
It helps to  count your calories 
However, there Is more to re­
ducing than just keeping the cal­
orie score. The foods included in 
the reducing fare must provide 
all toe nutrients needed to make 
good the wear and tear,of daily 
living. Use this food pattern daily: 
Foiir to six ounces cooked 
weight of lean meat, fish or fowl; 
an egg (not fried) or a half cup 
of cottage cheese; two glasses 
of skim milk, liquefied skim milk 
or non-fat buttermilk; two fruits, 
including a citrus fruit or juice; 
a green leafy o r yellow vegetable 
plus a second vegetable; a small 
serving of a starchy vegetable o 
serving of cereal; bread, two 
or three thin slices and not more 
than three-half-pats of butter or 
margarine.
That pattern totals 1,000 to 1,200 
calories. On it you can lose one 
to two pounds a weelq without go­
ing hungry.
SAMMY DAVIS TO WED
LAS V E G A S ,  Nev. ,<AP) — 
Sammy Davis Jr., the energetic 
song and dance -man, said Thurs­
day that' he and singer Loray 
White of Los Angeles will be mar­
ried here today. Davis, 32, and 
toe 26-year-old singer are in toe 
show at the'ySands Hotel.
’ 4® * »
I
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MRS. A. F. G. DRAKE
Second Guide Commissioner Is%
Appointed For Kelowna A re a
The number of Guides ,and folowing this was- District Cap-
PIONEER OFFICE
The first post office in Canada 
was established at Halifax in 
1755.
quins trimmed toe neckline and after grace was said by Mr.- Kra- 
headdress,1 a small crown; from mer. Lilian Gogel sang “Bless 
which fell a finger-tip length veil This House,” Joyce Wolfe played
of net and bridal lace. The bridal 
bouquet was of red carnations, 
white mums and white hyacinths.
Bridal attendants Patricia Holt, 
sister of the bride, and Hulda 
Neufeld, wore waltz-length gowns 
of pale yellow and pale green ny­
lon, with cap sleeves, matching 
headdresses en tone and white 
shems. Both carried bouquets of 
white mums and holly. Tiny Patti 
Bourke as flower gi>& was sweet 
in a yellow , frock with pink rose­
buds and yellow headdress. She 
carried a  hOsegay of white myms 
centred with a  pink rose. -
Groomsmen were A lbertand  
Garret Gogel, the groom’s broth­
ers, while Dick Bartel and Paul 
Ikenouye acted as ushers. The 
groom’s sister, Lilian Gogel sang 
“The Wedding Prayer” during 
the signing of the register. Shin- 
ley Oxcnham was pianist.
For her daughter’s wedding 
Mrs. Holt chose a gown of pale 
blue with pink accessories. The 
groom’s mother wore turquoise 
blue with pink accessories and 
. each had a corsage of pink car­
nations.
a violin' solo “ Overshadowed,1 
aiid a duet “ God Hath Not Prom­
ised" was rendered by Diane 
Vaness and Helen Epp.' Soloist 
Walter Hait sang "Together with 
Jesus.” Speeches were made by 
Mr. David Gogel, Sr., Mr. F. E. 
Holt, and Rev. Nikkle who also 
gave a bible reading.
Telegrams were received from 
Vancouver and Prairie points. 
Out-of-town guests included Mr. 
and Mrs. Moses, Winfield; Mr. 
and Mrs. Schmidt, Mr. and  Mrs. 
Arndt, Mrs. Huva, all of Sum- 
merland; Miss Beryl Ross, Miss 
Jean Sledding, Vancouver; Mb, 
and Mrs. Ziemer and Hulda, 
Vernon, and Mr. and Mrs. Royce 
Gibson and Eric of Barriere.
For her going-away outfit the 
bride chose a black sheath 
dress 
Orion
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
TORONTO (CP) — Homemak­
ers can look forward to more 
color in cotton, a survey of Can- 
dian household cottons now avail­
able reveals.
'  Th fashion trend - to color in 
toe home ranges from solid color 
choices, candy stripes and multi­
colored prints to woven borders 
of every description.
Polka dots, stripes, plaids, lacy 
or floral • designs are shown in 
endless variety says toe Cana­
dian Fabrics Foundation which 
conducted toe survey. •
FINE SHEETS 
White cotton sheets and pillow 
cases', still account for toe bulk 
of Canadian production. How­
ever,\ toe demand for smartness 
is growing steadily. One of- toe 
newest sheets is a-fine quality 
white with elegant border pattern 
woven with metallic thread.
Cosy flannelette sheets and 
blankets have also been glamor­
ized. They are not only made in 
plain colors but also, in stripes or 
screen-printed floral patterns.
The survey showed that Cana­
dian - made staples, are unsur­
passed in quality as well as in 
variety. Better-known brands are 
guaranteed for 200 washings or 
"seven years” of normal wear.
When buying sheets , the Cana­
dian Fabrics Foundation recom­
mends that you examine the
w e a v e  carefully as closely- 
wito leopard trim, beige woven, evenly - threaded fabrics 
coat with hat and gloves | gjve the best wear. Also check
en tone, shoes and bag of black for surface fuzz as better quality 
patent. Before toe couple m otor-cotton threads have a smooth 
ed to points south: for, a two finish
week honeymoon, toe bride gave Look at the hem .as small, 
her bouquet to her grandmother, | even stitches, firmly finished at 
Mrs. J . J. Holt, who was unable 
to be present due to illness.
both ends permanently prevent 
ravelling. And also check selvage! 
edges. This is where greatest 
strain comes in  washing. Closely 
Woven,, sturdy edges assure long 
wear.
Correct lengths s h o u l d  be 
bought for comfort and wear.-Al- 
low for a t least a six-inch tuck- 
under at top and bottom of the 
bed. Canadian sheets are marked 
"true" or finished length.
NEW RECLINING CHAIR 
A major innovation in reclin­
ing chairs will make its appear­
ance at the Canadian Furniture 
M argin Toronto this month. Chi­
cago" furniture designer Henry 
Peter Glass has designed a dif­
ferent type of reclining chair.
This chair operates with i 
unique strap construction that 
gives a floating feeling as the 
chair glides into many reclining 
positions. The strap is attached 
to the back and to the foot rest 
which is raised to lounging posi­
tion wheai the. sitter applies his 
weigh to the back. There are po 
mechanisms to jam.
One model features off - toe- 
floor lines raised on tapered legs 
capped with footed brass fer­
rules. It has elongated qvaLsidft 
panels, tapered' foot rest and 
high-tapered back, angled for­
ward at toe top for head - rest 
comfort. ~
The chair can be seen in com­
binations of textured fabrics with 
fabric used on the central seat­
ing areas for comfort:
There are no gears, metal link­
age or other mechanisms. Foam 
rubber back and seat cushioning 
results in resiliency and form­
fitting comfort.
Consider M ap When Decorating 
Masculine Tones Latest Vogue
By ELEANOR ROSS.
Most men, of course, leave toe 
decorating of toe home to their 
wivefc. ■
They meekly, or seemingly so, 
sleep in a frothy bedroom paper­
ed with roses and they shower 
behind curtains printed in .cute 
little patterns. Their bath towels 
ard just as fetching and toe mat 
they step on is usually a heaven­
ly shade of blue or pink. 
BATHROOM FIXTURES 
Sometimes, they even: find 
flowers painted on toe bathroom 
fixtures!
To the lalies, such ideas are di­
vine, but what their menfolk 
think is something else again.
Consider the man of toe house 
when you are decorating. After 
all, he’s toe one who’ll pay for 
it, remember. Besides, he likes 
toe artistic touch in a room , as 
well as anyone else, but he also 
likes -to' relax in an atmosphere 
that is congenial.
We: were somewhat cheered 
toe other lay, b y 'a  new line of 
b a t h  accessories. - Some kind 
somebody had given a  thought to 
the men. ,
HANDSOME PATTERNS 
.These new bath towels—large
size, of course—are trimmed 
with a tweed chenille .border.
Bath mats are sculptured cotton, 
real he-man size-and.terrifically 
handsome. • The shower curtain 
pattern—towels hanging on rings 
—is really dramatic and certainly 
appropriate.
Incidentally, best-liked colors in 
some of the new bathroom acces­
sories are beige, mocha, nutmeg 
and sandwood—all tones in toe 
brown range1. Men usually like 
these shades. '
WASHING PROBLEM
Washing supersize t u r k l s h  
towels or bath sheets becomes 
problem when.you have no wash­
ing machine—which is often toe 
case in small apartments. How­
ever, one apartment-dweller we 
know found an easy solution. She 
just folds toe large bath sheets 
back and forth several times to 
fit her kitchen sink, pours soap or
detergent overreach of .the folds______
andlets toe sheets soak in warm! • ”  
suds for a couple of hours. Then .z T r i1i
Brownies in Kelowna and Dis­
trict has grown steadily- in the 
past six years, the present enr 
rollment -being 383.
Mrs. C. W. Husband, Division 
Commissioner for the North Ok­
anagan, has felt it necessary to 
divide Kelowna into two Dis 
tricts. The City of Kelowna with 
two Companies and five Brownie 
Packs wil be kncjwn as Kelowna 
District,No. 1 with the present 
District Commissioner Mrs. T.
Marsh. Glenmore, East Kel­
owna, Okanagan Mission, West- 
bank and Lakeview Heights with 
five Companies vand five Brownie 
Packs will be known as Kelowna 
District No. 2 with Mrs, A. F. G. 
Drake as District Commissioner.
Mrs. Drake has the 10 year 
Service Ribbon in Guide, work, 
havidg been Captain of a Com­
pany in the Kootenays, late of 
the Okanagan Mission Company,
she squeezes toe lather through: 
rinses in clear water and hangs 
them to dry. They come out clean 
and fluff, up nicely with a brisk 
shaking.
tain under the late District Com­
missioner, Mrs. G. Rannard. For 
the past three years she has 
been District Examiner for $11 
Guide Woodcraft and Gold Cord . 
Tests.
Both Kelowna Districts need 
more Leaders, and anyone inter­
ested in “keeping young” ,and» 
really having an absorbing and 
worthwhile sparetime - occupa­
tion can find no better way than 
in Guiding, both Commissioners 
feel. They are prepared to give 
assistance and training to any­
one who would be willing to help.
TIP FOR JUNIOR
- Fingernail biters may endanger 
their health, because germs may 
lie under the nails.
K f c i t o l l K D  
M l THE TIME
Ewybodj gcti a bit run-down how ami 
then, tired-out, heavy-headed, and maybe 
bothered by backaches. Perhaps nothing 
aeriously wrong, just a temporary toxic 
condition caused by excess acids and 
wattes. That’s the. time to take Dodd’s  
Kidney Fills. Dodd* s stimulate the kidneys, 
and so help restore their nermal action of 
fOnoring excess adds and wastes. Then 
you fed better, sleep better, work better. 
Get Dodd’s Kidney Pills now. Look for 
the blue box with the red bind at ad 
druggists. You can depend on Dodd’s. 52
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Hope O f  Victoria 
Expert Grow er
VICTORIA (C P), — Fragrance 
for toe orchid to rival that of the' 
gardenia is the aim of expert 
grower Mrs. John Gibson,
Mrs. Gibson came here from 
Cornwall,'England, recently with 
her author husband, small son Si­
mon and 100 orchid plants. She 
says she thinks she i s . on the 
brink of developing a scent in the 
flower considered by many t6 be 
toe world’s most beautiful.
She plans to cross her own hy­
brid Cymbidium orchids with 
some ( exotically scented minia­
tures ' of the same species im­
ported from toe Orient.
With care and luck she will 
grow normal - size Cymbidluim 
orchids with the perfume of the 
Oriental miniatures.
Another feature of the minla 
turcs is their growth in ’ grace­
fully - arched sprays. Through 
hybridizing, Mrs. Gibson hopes to 
Introduce this trhit in plants of 
toe larger variety which now 
grow on rigid stalks. ■ ’ 
“Cymbidlums last much longer 
than Cattleya orchids, which arc 
more common in Canada,” said 
Mrs, Gibson. "As cut flowers 
toey’H stay fresh for two weeks! 
and blooms of potted Cymbldiums 
last for'two months.
“ I t takes eight years to grow 
an orchid from seed, but under 
perfect conditions I f e e l  it 
shouldn’t take as long.-My. hus­
band and I  are trying to shorten 
the period of growth.
By next Christmas we should 
have a good crop for Victoria 
women. But lt will be several 
years before we’ll be able to give 
them the perfumed kind.”
GLENMORE — Mr. and Mrs. 
Sam Holten with their son Ronnie 
have returned from Vancouver 
where they spent five days visi­
ting their son-in-law and daughter 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Walker.
Miss Ruth Kulicki of the Royal 
Inland Hospital, Kamloops, spent 
the weekend with Miss Sylvia 
Holten.
Mr. John Tanner, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. L .Tanner spent a week 
of his holidays at the home of 
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs 
H. L. Tanner of Vancouver.
Municipal clerk J. 'Hayes has 
reported that 96.5% of the total) 
taxes in the Municipality of 
Glenmore were collected In 1957. 
Deadline, for payment of 1957!| 
taxes before penalty ,was Decern- 1 
ber 18, 1957,
Building figures for the month) 
oi December, 1957, in Glenmore, 
totalled $750, bringing the total 
to date to $240,810. For the same 
period last year, December | 
showed $50, with the total Jan­
uary to December $323,188.
Mr, and Mrs. J, H. Hayes were 
toe lucky.winners of the draw 
rtt the hockey' game' of January 
3. Their prize was a lovely table, 
lamp.
The regular monthly meeting | 
of the Glenmore Branch of the 
Anglican Parish Guild will b e ’ 
held on Monday, January 13, at | 
the home of Mrs. Peter Mc­
Kenzie’ a t 8 p.m.
Mrs. John MacDonald, is a I 
patient In toe Kelowna Generali 
Hospital.
WHEN YOU SHOULD STOP 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
Just a fe w  suggestions to the man who feels his business
and his name are so well-known he needs no sales help!
• \  . \\ ' ,
\ A / U  EZ VLI man becomes a creature of habit so thoroughly he will certainly boy 
V  V  I  I L I y  this year where he bought last year. . .
W  H  F  younger, fresher and spunkier concerns In your line cease starting up
, w ¥  I  I  b e  I  ¥  and taking your customers away bv advertising . . .
population ceases to increase and no new folks want to live and work 
in your town , . .
r
you have convinced everyone who ever was or ever will be In ypur 
store that they will now and forever get better buys from you , • •
business principles reverse themselves apd the non-advertiser docs more 
business than the successful advertising merchant p . *
■ !
RUSSIAN FISHERIES
Production Horn too Soviet | 
Union fisheries in 1959 reached 
2,617,000 ’tons, compared iyJto| 
Canada’s 1,077,000 tons. v
T H E LO N G  LO O K
BY TRACY
The long torso look that was 
such a success In too flapper 
era is back again in a more 
attractive, more intriguing ver­
sion. An example of the trend is 
this .two-piece outfit designed 
by Givenchy,
ADRIAN V
1 The elegant overblouse of 
mandarin crepe lesage features 
n sunburst drapery that flows 
from the heart neckline with 
its softly rolled collar and bow. 
A sen d er wool skirt completes 
the costume.
\  FIRST COALMINE
The first regular coat-mining 
operation in Canada w as-near 
Glace Bay, N.S., in 1720.
NORWEGIAN TREE*
Seventy-five per cent 0! Nor-1 
way’s forests consist of ever­
green spruce and inc.




men stop making tremendous strides with well-planned newspaper 
advertising. , .  , ,
Baal C  ^ 1  you can forget the words of wise merchants the world-over who attribute 
V  f  B B Baa l  ¥  their success to the use of advertising • •»
r , ‘1
>t ‘ " '' » ■ ■ r( ,
yon would rather have your own way, even If you fall, than follow ndvlcf 
and perhaps win success. . .  ,
, ’ ’’ , '( •' ( - f ( 4 _ , ’ ■ '' ’ ' I ' '
yon want fo be rid of the troubles of waiting on customers and are 
tired of making money .« «
TH E SUREST W A Y  T O  G R O W  IN  BUSINESS . . .  M A K E  M O R E 
. . .  IS T O  ADVERTISE CONSISTENTLY IN T H E . . .
I'-. -' ■
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FIRST CLASS "PACKER-BACKERS"
A pair of *‘Packer-Backers’”
who have followed the course 
of the Kelowna senior ■‘‘A* 
hockey club through all its ups 
and downs, Peg and Pete Rate! 
are known all over the valley 
for their enthusiastic rooting 
and their clanging cowbells,
which greet every Packer 
achievement. Recently, the en­
thusiastic pair undertook to 
^canvass hockey lovers, in the 
city to provide new uniforms 
fqr the’ league-leading club, 
and in one day of canvassing 
practically did the job. Above,
they are seen in their regular 
seats, just east of thie Packers’ 
players box, with their Packer- 
Backer buttons gleaming and 




[tocton l  Detroit 6  
Chicago 3 Montreal H  : 
QUEBEC LEA GU E' 
Shawinlgan Fall* ,2 Quebec 8 
Trols-Rivieres 3 Chicoutimi 1 
WIHL
Tran 7 Spokane 5 '
OKANAGAN SENIOR
W L T P  A Pts 









COAST DTV18ION (WHL) 
Vancouver 23 10 .1  12* 77 
New
Westminster 21 18 0 120 12S 
Seattle 18 17 2 122 122
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0 91 135 
2 101 120
3 147 80 
8 106 112
7 87 115
8 104 104 
13 188 108 110
13 19 6 72 103
v
NEW RECORD
MONTREAL (CP) — A Bristol 
Britania jet-prop aircraft has es­
tablished a North Atlantic cros­
sing record from New York to 
London, the Bristol Aircraft Com­
pany announced here Thursday. 
The plane, an El Al. Israel air­
liner, made the crossing Thurs­
day in seven hours, 44 minutes.
The Kelowna eager* swept to 
double win last night in the 
high school gyro, with the, Teddy 
Bears trouncing Penticton' Ken- 
cos 45-7 in a league game, and 
the B.A. Oilers- edging Curlew 
air force team 40-37 in an exhi­
bition thriller.
Following the matches, Teddies 
coach Bob Hall commented on 
the Teddies’ two wins In two 
nights, “I can’t  see-anything in 
the interior .that wd can’t  take 
this year, providing the girls 
play the ball they are capable 
of.” The Teddies are the wo­
men’s senior ”B" interior defend­
ing champions.
Coach Hank Tostenson * was 
happy with the way the Oilers 
carried their first attempt at 
employing the fast-breaking, 
zoqe offence, but commented on 
their shooting, "The three-week 
lay-off (due to the school gym 
being unavailable) certainly had 
an effect .on their sharpness.1'
The Teddies, paced by the 
sleeper-play-tactics of torrid Pat 
Cummings, working * in conjunc­
tion '̂ with, Marg Varisanten’s su­
perb control of the backboards, 
ran away with the ball game.
Cumming picked up a total of 
20 points for the game, all on 
field goals from a breakaway 
lay-up shot.
The girls jumped into a  15- 
point lead before the southerners 
hit the score board, and it was 
s' runaway game from there on. 
This is. the second lop-sided win 
for the defending champs; and 
they stand undefeated la league 
play, for this season.
Miriam Dennis picked up five 
points of the Peach City points, 
Mjlto Muirhead getting the other 
two. .
ZONE OFFENCE 
The Oilers tried out the zone
offence against the U.S. club,’completely on field attempts.
composed mostly of college ball 
players, and held an eight point 
lead at the end of the’first half.
Oilers' bucket. man,, pob 
Radies, played sir' wonderful 
checking game, holding down 
the Curlew “color guy," 4'4" 
negro star Jim  Martin, to a scant 
two points, breaking up several 
attempts at field points by (he 
big man. The two points he did 
earn were from the free-throw 
line, as Radies kept him stifled
SPORTtlGHT
Skiers Standing By Now 
Waiting For (Ugh!) Snow
4
By GEORGB INGLIS -I
(Courier Sports Editor) —-
Era Passes
There’s one fellow in town who’s rooting for this favorable 
weather to disappear in a cloud of' snow, and he makes no 
bones about it.
Every morning when ski-enthusiast Verne Ahrens fclimbs 
out of bed he trots to the window to check the weather, and if 
the ground is still showing through, everyone in the Ahren^ 
household keeps a wary eye on Dad for the rest of the day.
While he doesn’t wish those people who like this kind 
of weather. any hard luck, Verne and a hundred or so ski 
enthusiasts are waiting impatiently until they can try out that 
beautiful new ski run they labored on so faithfully all fall.
In order to keep their hand in, a lot of the enthusiasts 
have to trek over to Red Mountain, near Rossland, but their 
heart is not in it the same as if they were able to make use 
of the fruits of their labors.
. While they are waiting |6 r  the white stuff (which they 
insist' is going to come,) they have been working on their chalet 
also. The big building, built by the skiers themselves, has been 
unable to supply visitors and skiers alike with the warm food 
and drink that is a must up there in the tangy mountain air, but 
they have changed all that now.
2 During the past week, they have taken a few trips up to 
ljuild a coffee bar, which will be capable of handling the traf­
fic for hot soup, coffee and snacks.
£ This addition to their facilities prdbably wouldn’t have 
been possible this year, had there been snow, so the beautiful 
weather has been a blessing in.one respect..It will certainly 
he a boon for the non-skiing visitors, who enjoy watching their 
’ more athletic friends through the big windows of the chalet, 
awhile warming their backs at the spacious fireplace; '  
SELF-WROUGHT FACILITIES
v. Like so many more of the sports facilities in the Orchard 
City, the ski bowl has been a labor of love, with the ski-lovers 
spending long hours up at the hill—fellows like Max de Pfyffer, 
Dick Stewart, Dave Ritchie, and a host of others who have 
given of theft time freely for the task. r
When the going got too tough for the hdnds, men like 
Jack Bedford and Jack Serwa tossed their ihachinery into the 
breach, and helped them over the rough spots. In past days, 
they have had help from local merchants, civil defence and the 
xRCMP detachment) in putting on. their meets, so the whole 
venture has a local flavor.
They have a hill that is comparable to anything in this neck 
' of the woods, and with the addition of the 1)4 mile run this 
year, they are in the fore-runner class. They have two tows 
now, which extend frpm the chalet to the top of the jumping 
hill’s in-run ana also the start of the downhill run. The lower 
Slopes are ideal for the tyro skier to learn his footing on a fast 
straight hill. '
Some top-flight jumpers have pronounced -their hill one 
of the best, and their meets here over the past three years have 
mft With enthusiastic response and increasing attendance. This 
year, however, they decided to cut out the international meet, 
and work on the local skiers, now that the interest is mounting 
locally. <
With the new hill, they arc able to offer more skiers an 
interesting outing than before, since those who don’t wish to 
jump will now bo able to ride up the twd tows and come down 
-wltfc and handsome along the curving highway .of snow (ifyou’l 
pardon the expression). ,
Newcomers to the sport, even those who havo never 
strapped on a ski before, arc assured of sport if they take the 
short journey up Black Knight Mountain, t
Of course, they’ll be even mbre welcome if they bririg 
along some snow.
NOT ONLY ATHLETES
fhc beauty of the ski bowl, however, is not alone for those 
nthtetic types who wish to hurtle down the slopes on bits o 
board—-there’s a spot up there for those whose girth, Exceeds
By LORNE BRUCE
Canadian Press Staff Writer
EDMONTON (CP) — Officials 
and fans of the Edmonton Eskimo 
football team were unhappy to­
day because of the loss of coach 
Frank (Pop). Ivy to Chicago 
Cardinals. * .
But both officials and fans were 
happy that Ivy, popular with 
everyone, apparently has what he 
wanted—a slot with a National 
Football League club -and more 
money.
And to add to the confusion of 
everyone, they were w o r r i e d  
about a possible successor.
Ray Prochaska, an assistant to 
Ivy. at Edmonton, has been of- 
iered the job but many feel he 
will go to Chicago’with Ivy.:
Ivy, one of the most successful 
coaches ever to come to Canada, 
still had a year to go on a three- 
year contract.
However, the Edmonton club 
has a record of letting men go 
while still-under contract.
Darrell Royal still had. a year 
to go on his coaching contract 
when the Western Interprovincial 
Football Union club allowed him 
to go to Mississippi State. -Royal 
later went to Washington and 
now is coach a t Texas.
Cliff Speegle. signed as coach 
of Oklahoma A. and M. while his 
Edmonton contract as assistant 
to Ivy also had a  year to run.
Ivy won the Canadian profes­
sional championship in each of 
his first three years coaching in




Tho hushed beauty of the b<jwl itself is breath-taking 
especially when there fleecy white clouds in tho sky, am 
the sun is casting long black shadows oVcr the glistening snow 
(speaking of other years, of course-) Armed with a camera or a 
padjTor scmbbling poems on, the ardent nature lover can haven 
least for his sensitive soul without going ncah one of those 
, slippery boards at all. f
The view from the road just below the bowl is spectacular, 
especially jf the day is clear. Tho whole valley lies at the 
viewer’s feet, right from Silver Star mountain in tho north to 
the tip of Okanagan Lake .in the south. It’s beautiful.
It’s even nice without snow, too.
SNOW. You know, that white staff that fell last night.
By KENNEDY WELLS 
Canadian Press Staff. Writer
Coach Rudy • Pilous’ Chicago 
Black Hawks’ bubble has burst 
with a bang heard round the Na­
tional Hockey League.
Hawks won their first two 
games under rookie coach Rudy 
and seemed destined' for id better 
thing than , last .place. But .Thurs­
day night Montreal Canadiens 
brought them , back to reality, 
smothering them 11-3 in Montreal 
in the (season’s highest-scoring 
game. *
In Detroit, Red Wings gave new 
coach Sid Abel a more cheering 
prospect, beating Boston Bruins 
6-1 for their b<jst display, this sea 
son; and moved into sole posses- 
sion-of third place, their highest 
position yet.
Twelve Habitants shared in 
their team's 30-point kitty. Bernie 
(Boom-Boom) Gcoffrion collected 
onc-si?cth of the total with three 
goals and two assists and Gene 
Achtymlchuk, called up from 
Montreal Royals of tho Quebec 
Hockey League, rapped in two 
goals npd picked up an assist, 
SCORE ONE EACH ..
Other Montreal scorers were 
Henri Richard, -Dickie Moojre, 
Jean Guy Talbot/ Andre. Prone- 
vost and Marcel Bonin,
The Hawk scorers were Bill 
Dea, Glen Skov and Pierre Pilot 
League statistics show Richard 
jumped into a tie with’Moore'at 
the head of the points race. Each 
has 40 points. But Gcoffrion’s 
splurge gave him 21 goals. And 2 
assists this season*' for fourth 
place and thq best goal-produc 
tlon on the Canadien team.
The Habs hurled 42, shots a 
hapless Glenn Hall In the Chicago' 
nets, getting five past him in, the 
first period, one in tho second 
and another five In tho third. The 
Hawks got two of theirs in the 
first nnd the .other in the third.
Canadiens now have an almost 
insurmountable 17-point lend over 
second-place Now York Rangers 
nhd have two game? in hand. 
HOWE GETS 21st 
Six Red Wings divided the scor­
ing. Gordie Howe, in third place 
in the polnts-column, collected 
his 21st goal to Ue Gcoffrion for 
second in that department. Rear­
guard Al Arbour scored his firs 
this year, Bob Bailey and Nick 
Mickoskl got their first since 
earning to Detroit from Chicago 
and Johnny Wilson, and Jack Me* 
Intyre bagged the others. It was 
McIntyre’s sixth this season nnd 
nil have been scored since the
Hawks traded him. Vic Stasiuk 
scored the lone Boston goal.
Wings had a  39-13 ‘shooting edge 
over Boston and the target was 
Al Millar, up from the Quebec 
Aces of the QHL to fill in for Don 
Simmons.
The man* on the spot this week­
end is Ranger goalie Marcel 
Paille, given two games by coach 
Phil Watson to improve or face 
)anishment to.Providence Reds 
of .the American Hockey League 
and replacement, by L o m e  
(Gump) Worsley.
It won’t be 'easy  to avoid it, 
Pailfe’ faces Canadiens in Mont­
real Saturday and is host to Red 
Wings Sunday. Other Saturday 
games see Toronto Maple Leafs 
host to* Boston, and Chicago at 
Detroit. Sunday, Toronto is tin 
Boston and Montreal at Chicago
THURSDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Oakland, Calif.—-Kenny Ixtno 
130, Muskegon, Mich,, outpointed 
Johnny Gonsalves, 140, Oakland 
10.
Los Angeles — Davoy Moore. 
128, Springfield,/ Ohio, stopped 
Victor Manuel Ouljano, 120, Mcx 
ko , City. 0*
the country and in the other, 
1957, finished the WIFU regular 
schedule in first place with 
record of 14 wins and two losses.
Ivy, 41, always seemed to-be a 
step ahead of the opposition. Af­
ter taking over the split-T club 
from Royal, he introduced the 
double fullback, the full use of 
the 12th man and tool? advantage 
of the Canadian rule allowing toe 
Dackfield to be in motion.
The greatest sensation Ivy 
caused was by toe use in the 
1956 playoffs and Grey Qup game 
of a Canadian quarterback, Don 
Getty.
50 AND 14 RECORD
Ivy’s record in Canada in four 
seasons of league play was 50 
wins and 14 losses , and in play­
offs, 11 wins and four losses.
Ivy, six Teet .-four inches tall, 
was" a% an-Ahierica^ end '.with 
Oklahoma in 1939. After playing 
with toe Cardinals, he retunie 
to Oklahoma in 1948 as an assist­
ant to Bud Wilkinson.
Ivy, a  native of Skiatook, Okla 
came to Edmonton in 1954 to re­
place Royal. • ■
The Edmonton club has a policy 
of never disclosing salaries but 
unofficial speculation was that he 
'was paid $18,500.a year.
The Chicago club also didn’’; 
give details of his 1958 contract 
but an official said his salary is 
a liberal, one.”
GEORGE INGLIS —  SPORTS EDITOR
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r  ?
Radies managed to pick up 10 
potato a* well aa bottling Martin 
up, and high-scoring BUI Martino 
came through for 10 a lttv a s  toe 
absence of Chuck Dean wasn’t  
felt as much as,toe club has ex­
pected it would be. Dean, a  star 
bal player, left toft club recently, 
returning to live a t the coast T 
The American club came back 
in the second half fo: outscore . 
the Oilers 26-21, but were'imatdft 
to catch toe win-bent Oilers.
The locals only made 23 per 
cent of their field tries, compared- 
with their usual 48 per cent at­
tributed by coach Tostenson to 
their lay-off.
The visitors hit 5-fop-17 a t the 
free throw line, and the keels 
2-for-T.
The’ Tfddles travel to Pentic­
ton for- a league game next Wed- 
end the Ailers play there S a t 
SCORING
Teddies—Welder, 3; Bcnnison 
10; Vanaanten 4; Cummings 20; 
Berard 4; Stewart -2; Allercott; 
Hartman 4. Penticton—Dennis 5; < 
Muirhead 2; Hutchinson, Stub- 
ban, Irychuk; White; Sardine.
Oilers—Martino 10; Englesby; 
Bulatovitch 8; Radies 10; Dean; 
Young 2; Roth 6; Tostenson; ’ 
Butcher. Curlew — Martin 2; 
Green 8; Johnson 4; Campbell 
8; Lester 13.,
Coach Jack O’Reilly will be I The productive Middclton- 
playing with hi? early season Kaiser-Roche line is still fit and 
line-up tonight when he travels healthy, and should be out to 
to Penticton to take another I fatten up. their point lead tonight, 
crack at toe disturbing Pentic- Middleton, stands on top of the 
top Vees, toe victors here on league, and Kaiser ana Roche are 
Tuesday. not far behind, all three of them
Bill Voss, newly acquired left in toe.top five in toe league, 
winger, has not been cleared yet Mike Durban will be back at 
Py Central Registry, and will be his \forward line chores again 
sitting this one out, although he after a  successful sojourn at tHfe 
is working out regularly with the blue. line. Greg Jablonski, Bugs 
club. „  . , . I Jones and Bill Swarbrick ate' al
Up in Kamloops, toe Chiefs fit and active 
will be seeking a  little of their Pat Cobum and Harry Smith 
Own back, also, as they-have a be in front of classy Dave 
crack at the Vernon Canadians, Gatherum, carrying the chores 
who beat them on Tuesday night. a a a  duo again nowthat toe other 
The defending league champs are pajr, Lavell and McCallum are 
putting On, a determined effort back in harness 
to overhaul the- Chiefs,'who lead Tomorrow night’s game against 
them by three games now. the Chiefs will be a t 8 p.m.
The Packers, in front of the'
Chiefs by five points, will be 
trying to fatten up their lead.
Seven points is toe furthest they 
have been ahead this season, 
and if they can get toe jump on 
toe Chiefs by two o r three more •  J
games within toe next two weeks, 
they will be pretty tough to over­
haul.
HEALTHY CLUB
Most of O’Reilly’s’ puckstersl PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) 
are getting back on their feet gob Rosburg, one of professional 
agaimafter injuries and sickness, U jfX g re s t  headed into
and toe . line-up that goes into the second round’ of t̂he iSO.OOO 
action; tonight in Penticton,, andmjjjg Crosby. Tournament'today 
■tomorrow night a t home to the ] wjth a two-stroke lead and-, a 
Chiefs should be pretty well in tough course facing him. 
the pink. Rosburg, sinking putts up to 30
Defencemen Orv Lavell ana[feet( Thursday fashioned a seven
Golfers Appoint 
Club President
President of toe Kelowna.Golf 
and Country Club for toe 1958 
season is Ernie Butler, toe board 
of directors announced yester­
day. • 1
Other oficers and their duties 
include:' Tom Tomiye, vice- 
president and grounds commit­
tee; Harold Johnston,, match 
committee; Ken McNeil,, finance; 
Dave Vivian, house committee; 
Ernie Winter, membership and 
tennis; Hugh Fitzpatrick, club 
captain. .
Art Lander will handle the pub­




WINNIPEG (CP) — Halfback 
John Varone, captain of the 1957 
University of Miami football 
team; has been signed to a 1958 
contract by Winnipeg Blue Bomb­
ers, the Western Interprovincial 
Football Union - club announced 
today.
Andy McCallum are back in the |untjer.par 65-over toe Monterey 
line-up with Lavell getting Ju s  peninsular Country Club layout 
strength back from hi? pleurisy as 280 amateurs and pros tackled 
attack, and McCallum s - foot I courses, 
mending each game, although it] The 3i.ye*ar-old pro. from Napa, 
is stiU a ‘little tender.^ - Calif., goes over toe second one,
Centre R?y Powell s injured C ress Point, for his second 
thigh is respondmg weU.to, treat-round ^ 2,^  
inent, and he ^should be back; to  I ^  winingeer of Odessa, Tex., 
his. old bewitching self again to- pogted a 67 at Cypress, tho same 
night. - / - . - . ■ I score as Tommy1 Bolt o| Chat-
Moe Young s leg is bearing up I tanooga, Tenn., had a t Monterey, 
well, and. the biocky forward six golfers deadlocked a t ' 68. 
seems to ^e able to go futi tiltL ii f i r l j  a t Monterey and, along 
again.* * Iwithi Rosburg, must tackle Cy-
pfeas, a treacherous 6,317-yqrd 
course along toe sea .cliffs. In 
the bunch are Shelley Mayfield, 
Ken Venturi, Fred Hawkins, Jack 





settled down for toe day’s great­
est putting exhibition. In addi­
tion to' his 30-footeri-he dropped ,' 
one .from 20 and "two from 15’ 
feet.
He collected six birdies and .an 
eagle in edging to toe front in 
toe battle for Crosby’s $4,000 top 
prize,
In the pro-amateur division, In 
which teams play a best-ball, toe 
lead was shared by toe twosome 
of Rosburg- and San Francisco 
sports writer Nelson Cullenward 
and Bolt with actor Johnny 
Weissmuller of Hollywood. Each 
team had a 61.
U.S. open c h a m p i o n  Dick 
Mayer carded a 75 at Cypress 
and Frank Stranahan, ;winner of 
toe; rich Los Angeles open last 
week, had a  76.
In good position to Challenge 
on changing ; courses were de­
fending champion Jay Hebert and 
toe veteran E. J . (Dutch) Harri­
son. Each had 69 over Cypress.
The last half of the city ban- 
am hockey schedule starts this 
Saturday/ morning, with toe time 
of starting advanced to 7:30 a.irt. 
n order to , accommodate toe in­
creased number of teams in some 
of toe classes pf ploy.
(This completes tho minor loop 
schedules, which havo been run 
individually on separate days 
this week.). • >
Here is the bantam schedule: 
SA TU nD A Y .JA N .il 
7:30—Rangers vs. Red Wings 
8:30—Bruins vs, Black Hawks 
9:30—Canadians vs. Leafs 
SATURDAY. JAN. 18 
77:30—Bruins vs. Red Wings 
8:30—Canadian? vs. B.- Hawks 
9:30—Rangers vs, Maple Leafs 
SAOTIRDAY, JAN; 25 
7:30—Bruins vs. Canadians 
8:30—B. Hawks vs. Red Wings 
9:30—Rangers Vs, Maple Leafs 
SATURDAY, FEB. 1 v
7;30—Canadians vs. B. Hawks 
8:30—Rangers1 vs, Bruins 
.9:30—Red Wings vs. Lcafa 
SATURDAY. FEBi 8 ,
7:30— Red Wings Vs. Bruins 
8:30-Canadlons vs. Rangers 
0:30—Maple Leafs vL Hawks
SATURDAY, FEB. 15 
7:30—Canadians vs. Red Wings 
8:30—Bruins vs. Maple Leafs 
9:30—B. Hawks vs. . Rangers 
SATURDAY, FEB. 22 
7:30—Rangers vs. Maple Leafs 
8:30—R. Wings vs. B, Hawks 
9:30—Bruins vs. Canadians 
SATURDAY, MARtH 1 
7:30—Canadians vs. R. .Whigs 
8:30—Bruins vs, Maple Leafs 
0:30—Rangers vs. B. Hawks 
SATURDAY, MARCH 8 
7:30—Rangers vs. Canadians 
8:30—Maple Leafs, vs. Hawks 
9:30—Bruins vs. Red Wings 
SATURDAY, MARCH 15 
7:30—Bruins vs. B. Hawks 
8:30—Rangers vs.''Red Wings 
9:30—Canadians vs. M, Leafs 
SATURDAY, MARCH 22 







SATURDAY; MARCH 29 
7:30—Canadians vs. B. Hawks 
8:30—R. Wings vs. M. Leafs 
9:30—Bruin? vs. Rangers,
By Four Points
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Winnipeg Warriors' increase* 
ieir Prairie division lead in toe | Leonard
I RAIDING SHOOTS 71 V
The best of three Canadian 
entrants was Toronto’s Al Baldi 
Ing, tied with 11 others six strokes 
behind Rosburg, with 71, made up 
reased 1 of rounds of 34 and 37. Stan 
th  of Lachuto. Que., and 
Western Hockey League Thurs- Vancouver and Bob Wylie of Cal 
day night with a 5-2 victory over gary had 78s.
Saskatoon-St. Paul Regals. Rosburg started by three-put-
A crowd of 2,25? saw toe battle |ting the first green and then 
decided in toe first two periods, 
with Winnipeg leading 2-1 a t toe I 
end of the first. The game was
SIEG 'S




toe ohly WHL action of toe even­
ing and put toe Warriors eight 
points ahead of second-place Ed­
monton Flyers.
Bob Kabel, who scored botol 
the Saskatoon-St. Paul markers, 
started toe scoring when his shot 
from five feet inside toe blue line 
outwitted Winnipeg goalie Ray| 
Mlkulnn.
Winnipeg then moved in to  even I 
the score with a pass to captain 
Billy Moslenko from Art Stratton.] 
The same pair scored again in] 
toe first on another Moslenko 
shot.,
Kabel put home his second to 
even toe score again a t 4:13 of 
tho second period. But Earl In-' 
garfield answered with, a pair,] 
one on a rebound from Gordie 
Rcdohl and toe other on a back­
hander, to give toe Warriors the| 
game,
Winnipeg defenceman Danny | 
Summers added an insurance 
marker , on Pete Kapusta's ro-| 





IGNITION SERVICE YOU CAN
DEPEND 0N1
1. < ' '■
Igni t i on service is 
strictly a  J<jb for  
specialists . , . that’s 
us. You can always 




G EM  A U T O  SERVICE
RED)'! CORNER
5 :0 0  P .M . 
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Civif Defence ; 
Course Planned
PEACHLAND—A civil defence 
welfare course, with suitable 
filfns, will begin Friday, January 
17. in the Municipal -Hall at 
8 p.m. The instructor ‘ wilt be 
Claud Watkins of the public 
health department. ’
The course will consist pf four 
lectures. All those interested ara 
cordially invited to attend.
Work has begun on Peachland’s 
'centennial1 and jubilee program, 
with improvements to the com­
munity hall going ahead.
L
Due to disputes on the part 
Of the carpenters, construction 
on the new East Kelowna
School h fs  beerr slowed down 
considerably. View shows new’ 
school in progress with old
frame ' schoolhouse in fore­
ground. The new building will 
help accomodate the growing
population of the Blast Kelowna
S trict in providing modern ooling facilities.
—Qourier Staff Photo.
b iq . j r a p t p u E r v ’. ' j . i- j  
United States commercial fish­
eries, including Alaska, yielded 2, 
936,000 tons in 1956, comppared 
with Canada’s 1,077,00 tons.
V ER N O N  R EP O R T
Streets
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON Vernon’s main 
streets will soon come under 
pressure.
Said pressure which was form­
erly applied to civic officials beJ 
cause of the state of Lake City 
streets, will be directed onto the 
streets themselves, shortly..
Under consideration is a pro­
posal to wash the streets two or 
three times a week, throughout 
the summer, with the program to 
start in the early spring. It has 
been suggested that the ashphalt 
tank truck be converted for the 
purpose of pressure spraying the 
streets.
Much of the accumulation of 
dirt results from the condition of 
many of the alleys and streets, 




To O ttaw a
(Courier’s.Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Negotiations for 
the establishment of a permanent 
airport, to the north of Vernon, 
are reported to be progressing 
favorably. If established, the 
airport would serve the whole of 
the North Okanagan area. A 
brief has been submitted to the 
minister of transport and civic 
officials are now awaiting word 
of airport policy from the fed­
eral government.
Speaking on the subject, Mayor 
'Becker said *’A permanent a ir­
port to serve this pistridt is most 
essential, and no stone must be 
left unturned to insure its estab­
lishment. If we fail in our efforts, 
future generations will damn the 
lack of vision and courage of our | Vernon’s 
present day councils.’’ ' ’
vately-owned parking lots ; are 
also a source of titter, unless 
properly, gravelled. v
At present, wet days will find 
mud specks coating the backs of 
trousers, especially persons who 
do a great deal of walking. The 
advent of the more prevalent 
sunny days quicjdy remedies the 
situation, but the - arrival of a 
stiff breeze ha; citizens merrily 
dodging dust devils that sub­
sequently appear. ^ _
HELP CENTENNIAL 
Aiming at insuring the suc­
cess of centennial ’celebrations, 
the civic administration will 
pledge $16,000 towards the sup­
port of the Vernon Centennial 
Committee. Citizens of Vernon 
and District are urged to sup­
port their centennial Committee 
and. make the celebration a suc­
cess. ’ ,
COMPETITION f o r  sig n  
Competition may be forth­
coming to determine the selection 
of a suitable design for “Wel­
come to Vernon” signs;*
In the. past, two or three 
similar efforts have been made 
to establish such signs on the 
main arteries; so that visitors 
may realize that they are enter­
ing what is locally reputed to be 
“the fastest growing city in the 
central interior.”
Prize money of at least $50 has 
been suggested to stimulate in­
terest in the sign designing con­
tes t ' ....
DEBENTURES PURCHASED 
Purchase of debentures is 
ported to be doing very well. To 
date, a total of 941,000 has been 
allocated to unconfirmed . bids 
from 10 citizens. A further ap­
plication for $15,000 of th e -$70,000 
arena debenture plan has -been 
submitted by a neighboring com­
munity. Interest on .the pur­
chases, which must be of $1000 
or more, is 5% per cent.
DIXON DAM EMPTY 
Dixon Dam, the first link in 
water supply, is re­
mote water aY, present stored; in 
Pipe street’ resorvolr thau. evei* 
before.
Much of the blame for'1 the 
Dixon dam situation is attributed 
to the, spring-like weather that 
bathes 'the district. The ci^y en­
gineer reports that the know;fall 
at Dixon dam is only 11’in- as 
compared to the, .usual 18-24 
inches, that is normally recorded 
at this time. As a result of no 
permanent snow.ip Vernon, the 
mbtic works reports that very 
title sanding ha; been necessary, 
POLSON PARK CLOSED 
Poison Park drag strip is now 
closed. After considerable dis­
cussion on the subject, poles were 
set closing the park to vehicular 
traffic. Drivers were reported to 
have been using the park for a 
race track, with the inevitable 
decimation’ of the lawns and 
trees resulting. The roads will 
be reopened in the spring.
TRADE BOARD MEETING
Installation of officers will be 
the feature of the ne*t meeting 
of the Vernon Board of Trade, 
The meeting will be held at the 
Allison' Hotel, Wednesday, Jan­
uary 22.
re-
District Construction Values 
$ 140,0 00 Ahead 0 ( 1956's
Tree Fruits To Launch 
Major Sales Campaign
In at least one section of the 
local area, building iigiires for 
1957 were ahead those for 
1956.
Building statistics for the Kel­
owna regulated area (that por­
tion of the district around the 
city (of -Kelowna,- but not includ­
ing r,Glenmore) showed an Ip- 
crease of more than $140,000, ac­
cording to N. .Matick, building 
inspector for the regional plan­
ning division of the municipal Af­
fairs department.
Mr. Matick, whose office is. in 
the Court House. Kriqwna, show­
ed that last year there were 224 
permits issued, 65 of which were 
for new'dwellings.
BUILD OUTSIDE 
The-year’s total was $878,338, 
while in 1U>6, the total came to 
$734,260. The increase indicates 
that many home builders are 




Sharply, added impetus to 
movement of B.C! apples*is ex­
pected as a result of a major 
sales campaign which gets 
underway : this week. ’ .
An all-out effort will be made 
through the medium of news­
paper, radio' ’and television ad* 
vertising,’ to persuade Weiterh 
Canadian” hou*~*■'•—s to buy 
more Okanagan fru it 
This carefully calculated pro­
gram is. to increase sales on a 
market that hots already .exceed­
ed last ’ year's consumption by 
over100,000 boxes, according to 
Tree Fruits* general manager 
R. P. Walrod,
“As the season advances,” said 
Mr. Walrod, “the decision to ac­
celerate our advertising program 
became one of vital necessity. 
Heavy stocks remain still to be 
sold and every*possible means 
must be taken to that end. ; 
Competition is heavier than 
las been for many years. In-' 
creased effort in selling throughside the city where there is m o r f e i : _ . *r 
choice in lots a Ad in most cases | advertising must now be called
they are less costly.
December’s total w as. $43,500. 
while in December, 1956, the 
valuds reached $18,250.
'Biggestmonths last year were 
November ($108,550), May ($105,- 
775) and July ($103,450),
upon if we are to dispose of our 
crop successfully."
Early in the season B.C. grow­
ers were faced with * tl” pidly 
weakening markets through pres­
sure of forced selling due to 
heavy volum e.in other areas, 
chiefly Washington s ta te ., ,
In addition to this, a combina­
tion, of circumstances which pro­
duced fruit of larger than normal 
size and lower than average per­
centages of saleable grades, pre­
sented rugged selling problems.
For ekamble, sales to the 
Untied Kingdom this year were 
restricted to approximately three 
quarters of anticipated volume 
through the inability of B.C. 
growers to supply export size 
and grade requirements. - 
According to Mr. Walrod, the 
exploration and exploitation of 
all accessible marketing avenues 
are continuing with vigor. The 
current advertising campaign in 
Western Canada is only one 
channel’of full scale activity o ' 
the growers’ sales agency in the 
search for a satisfactory solu­
tion to a problem as difficult as 
any the B.C, fruit industry has 
has to face in many years.
B U S Y Y E A R
0 k . Centre Hall 
Problems Aired 
A t  Annual Meet
OKANAGAN CENTRE — At-




Rutland residents will have an 
opportunity for six successive 
Saturdays—beginning this Satur­
day—to learn more about civil 
defence fire fighting.
Evening lectures in the Rut­
land Fire Hall will be conducted 
by the provincial fire marshall 
and will be open to anyone whQ 
wishes to .attend. These lectures 
also will cover tho duties of civil 
d-fence workers.
Anyone wishing further infor­
mation should contact R. , C, 
Lucas, Rutland civil defence of* 
licejr.
A course in civil defence wel­
fare service also, is planned for 
Rutland, dye to begin Monday* 
More.information will be given 
out later. *
An -eight-man executive was 
elected, to guide the reins of the 
Kelowna and District Tourist
Passenger car owners have 
picked up 216 new licence plates 
in the first four days since the 
1958 licences went on sale in 
Kelowna.
Somewhat more than 6.100 (the 
total sold in Kelowna last year) 
are expected to be purchased 
during the ensuing year.
The new plates, observing the 
province’s centennial, have the 
centennial color—green figures 
cn a gold\ background—and at 
the bottom are inscribed as fol- 
PENTICTON (CP) — Penticton]lows: "1958 — Centenary — 
board-of trade has protested 1958.”
against the-use of the centennial Numbers for Kelowna and dis- 
(prest on. calendars .currently! on trict are higher than last year’s, 
sale at news-stands here. They begin at 335,776 and on up
Jack Lawrence led the protest to 1 342,275, for a total of 6.500 
saying most of the photographs I Nearly all, a t least, are expected 
shown on the calendar were of to 5? applied for this year, ac- 
Vancouver or Vancouver Island. *°- Koveroment agent E.
The pictures are most unin-1-K’~ r a , an; .. . .. .. ...
teresting and very drab,” he said. distributing office,




tendance a t the annual meeting Bureau of the Kelowna Board,of 
of Okanagan Centre Community Trade
Association was almost the annual meeting held last 
double the average. night, Ross Lemmon, retiring
Th®. meeting was held at the chairman, said the past year had 
hall tiie evening of January 6. been one of progress, and that 
A financial statement showed 2n important step was taken 
the treasury had a healthy bal-lwj,en the tourist council became 
“ i®*- . t  , _ la  bureau of the trade board;'
A report was given by A. C. Under this new set-up, the 
Gabel regarding cost of improve-1 bureau' will no longer canvass 
ments to _the heating system. for. funds to promote the local 
Authorities consulted gave an I tourist industry. Instead the local 
estimate of work and material trade., board plans increasing 
costs, adjudged beyond .th e  I membership fees, and part of this 
treasury s resources by those money will be ear-marked for 
present. tourist promotion.
OIL FURNACE Directors elected were M.
Prolonged discussion on the Nevin Armstrong, Hugh Barrett, 
subject5 of heating resulted in the w. Beaver-Jones, Robert Colt- 
formation of a committee to in-1 hurst, Rex.B. McKenzie, W. O 
vestigate the possibility of buy-|xreadgold, D. C. Unwin Simson 
ing an oti furnace. Ely Swanson, and j erry v . Valentine. Eight 
chairman, A. C. Gabel and S. J . 1 more will be appointed from var- 
Land were named to this com- fous trade classifications, 
mittee. . GAIN STATURE
.Ways and means of financing jn  giving a resume of the past 
heating, improvements were also I year’s activities, Mr. Lemmon 
discussed. - felt the'.tourist council will gain
A. H. Whitewood and Mrs. F. stature by becoming a bureau of 
R. Wentworth were returned by the trade board. Facilities and 
acclamation - to the- offices, of guidance of the board will be 
president and secretary-treasur-1 available,7 he said, 
er. Board-of directors includes . The bureau supported the board 
Mrs. F . W. Parker. A. C. Gabel,
A. H. Kobayashi, K. Nuyens and 
E. Swanson. -•
posed purchase of the DeMara 
iperty to house a museum, 
Hoard of trade offices and the 
new tourist information centre.
Although the campaign for 
l unch did not meet expectations, 
sufficient money was collected to 
meet immediate heeds. A total 
of $3,157 was collected. Original 
objective was $5,000.
BIG YEAR AHEAD
A tourist workshop was spon­
sored by the bureau earlier in 
the year in co-operation with the 
department o f recreation and 
conservation under the,leadership 
of Ernest Evans.
In conclusion, Mr. Lemmon 
said the completion of Okanagan 
Lake Bridge; formation of a 
valley-wide tourist association, 
together with- B.C.’s centennial 
year will result in a major in­
crease in tourists this year.
C. M. Stringer, bureau secre­
tary, estimated an average of 80 
persons a day called at the infor­
mation centre during the sum­
mer months.
- ;„ithe local centennial, committee,ported empty. However, there is said he t^Ueves the publication
......... ..........— ' is not official. A copy of the cal-l ?-°?un{:rcial plates purcaase<1 “
a « w ia  a *pi 1 & 10* Iendflr is to bo soot to tbc 8 *C.
TODAY S STOCK QUOTAT!ONSIcentcnnial committee.
and Mr:
»rs a t the home of Mr. .*** ~
1  r . c . O’Hara last week direct visitors to the-Tourist In
of trade in the move to appoint 
a full time secretary-manager 
and also helped to bring about 
’ tioi
with iowna campsite in time for the 
wun 1 tourist season.
Over 50,000 pieces of literature 
were distributed by the tourist 
bureau; directional signs were 
placed at strategic point- to
, ,  .  , ,  T u  „ i,j|the  quick comple n of the Kel-Mr. and Mrs. I. M- Grsnt-&nQ|MimQ ..m n d t* - j„ fim* fn* tv.a
daughter Heather, along 
Jeannette Gabel, returned on 
Saturday'from a week’s holiday 




Odium Brown Investments Ltd. 
366 Bernard Ave.
Today’s Eastern Prices 
(as a t 12 noon) 
AVERAGES 
New York (Dow Jones)











10 Base Metals 149.95
15 Oils 130.69
INVESTMENT FUNDS 























YEARLY TOTALS unciuaeu uic luuuci * u ium c, , , r
Yearly totals dor other Ucences|w. O’Hara of Vancouver, 
usually run as
tractors, 200; motorcycles, , 100; I Patsy v# **«*«. ^  —--i- **,. hi-rpaii ^imnortpd tha nro.trailers, 700; Class “C”  chauf-lon Friday for. Kitimat. Enroutel The bureau supported the pro­
filers, 1,650;' Class “B” chauf- she . will visit a t Vancouver for 




Several court actions awaiting* 
hearings in the fall, assizes of the 
B.C. Supreme'Court likely will be 
dealt with early-next month, , 
Originally they were to have 
been heard In December, but the 
fall assize sitting never took place 
here. It was to have been hero 
after the sitting at Vernon.
But the Vernon docket, es* 
peciallys the criminal ,trials, was 
so large, that even the civil 
cases haven’t  been concluded 
at Vernon yet. The court a t Very 
non recessed around mid- De­
cember after hearing the crim­
inal cases only.
The delayed fall assize will -re­
convene In the Okanagan this 
month, with a sitting at Pen­
ticton starting Jan. 20. That 
sitting is expected to last about 
two weeks.
From there, a supreme court 
, udge will come to Kelowna where 
the, sitting could last up to a  
week, or more. The court will 
move to Vernon after that.
Correct W ording 
O f  Zoning Bylaw
A story carried in Wednes­
day’s Courier oh Page 6, con­
cerning new, bylaws given three 
readings by city council Monday 
night should have read office 
buildings instead of fire build­
ings. , *
The error concerned Bylaw 
1936, whidh is to amend the 
zoning bylaw by (1) allowing of 
office - buildings in Eone “D”— 
Industry, and (2) allowing an at­
tached garage or carport fo ex­
tend in front of the nfpin front 
wall of n dwelling provided the 
setback conforms to the setback 
of adjacent buildings.'
STORE SALES RISE 
OTTAWA (CP) —'Department 
store sales rose 3.4 per cent in 
November to $144,927,000 f r o m  
$140,1,98,000 in November, 1956, 
the bureau of statistics reported 
today. All provinces except Sas­
katchewan shared in the rise in 
November sales. I n c r e a s e s  
ranged from .4 per cent in Man­
itoba to 5.1 per cent in Quebec. 
Sales were down 4.9 per cent in 
Saskatchewan, ' w
S Y L V A N I A  T V
with
HALOLIGHT
Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­
mended by the National 
Professional Organiza­
tion of Optometrists. •
TV CENTRE
and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. 2049
T
First passenger car plates pur-1
AU Cdn. Compound 5.26 6.03
All Cdn. Dividend 4.80 5.22
Can. Invest. Fund 7.85 8.62
Diversified “B” 3.00 , 3.30
Grouped Income 3.17 3.46
Investors Mutual 9.09 0.86
Trans-Canada “B” 23.55





B.A. Oil 34% 35
PIPELINES
Alberta Gas 13%
Can. Delhi , 6%
N, Ont. Gas” 9
Trans. Canada - * 22%
W Coast V.T. 25%
BANKS
Commerce 40V*
Imperial •  42%
Montreal 40
Nova Scotia • 50
Royal 57
Tor. Dom. 39%
change in procedure governing chased on opening^ day Monday 
.calling of I federal elections and we., J° . ~ c ,  I
overhaul ’o$ the Combines Act ®u^ ur*s*. <p5tJY6), while Mr. 
L  were called for Thursday n i^ t  9 at”Jf ® \COn<* numbcr'
at a CCF party meeting here. inTTr°tati°fn r „ntAnnla, ,
Len Shepherd,, CCF candidate Use oL the new ccntcnnial|
«  l . S S  bo c .U rf a t !, February m ctolv,.
40
; Supplied by 
Okanagan Investments. Limited 
, 280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.








Cons. Paper - 29%
Conn. M and S 1 17%
Dlst. Seng < 25%
Fam. Players 14%
Ford A 69










Pago Hersey , 107
Powell River , ” 30
Steel of Can. 46%
Trans. Mtn. PI. 58%
Walkers 75Vs
West Ply. ;  10%,
'* o il s
A ■ Bid 
Col. and Et. W%
Cdn. Husky 10%
Cent Del Rio |  «,60
Fort SI. John A 4.00
• Home Oil A f ,  15
Home Oil »  f «  14
Pacific Pete f  18%

















































B O N D  Q U O T A T IO N S
43% every four years or whenever the 
40% (government is defeated in the 
51% House of Commons. He said the 
58 |date should not.be set by the 
party in power.
The New Westminster CCF 
candidate, Douglas Stout, said 
the Combines Act is ineffective 
and almost makes it p a y »for 
corporations to operate com­
bines.
it?
5th Viptory Loan 
3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan 
due I960
7th Victory I/>an 
3% (due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1063 .,
Bth Victory Loan' 
3% due 1066 
’rovinclols 
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due )977 
Saskatchewan 




5% duo 1977 
Ontario 
5% duo 1064 
Ontario.' ,
5% duo 1075 
O tip tn tttm  
Abltibi
4%% due I960 
B.A. Oil 
5%% due 1977 
B.C. Electric 




5% duo 1077* 
Inland NL Gas 
5%',< due 1917 
Loblnw 
fl'.t due 191? 
Wostcoait Tr. **C’ 







T H E Y  P R O B A B LY  
C A LL H IM  S A R G E
FRANKLIN. N.H. (AP>- 
Battcry D, 744th Battalion of 
the New Hampshire National' 
Guard has a new member on 
its new recruiting team:
Sgt. Sargent Sargent. ,
Pakistani Rap i  
Islamic Scholars 
Red Talk
LAHORE, Pakistan (AP)—Del-1 
egates at a 33-country conference 
of Islamic; scholars sharply crit­
icized a Soviet ’delegation for 
reading a political speech as the 
meeting closed Wednesday night.
In a discussion of Islaih’s .Po­
tential Contribution to World 
|Peace just 15 minutes before the!
| academic assembly was to" end, 
I. Monnov of Russia rose to read 
paper on Problems of World! 
Peace. Chairman Mian Afzal
OTTAWA (CP) — A study pre-| H^ sainn Pakistan rulcd him
pared for the Gordon Royal Com-|ouA,„ 
mission bn Canada’s economic I, i f  c delegation leader 
prospects finds that average- liv-ljP^^isted, however, and a Chinee 




tween 20 an# 30 per cent lower I
than those in the United-States. ^ i 1,p K’ ^ ltu l
However, Canadian living stan- 01 





S O M M E R S
(Continued from Page 1)
| for the case to proceed. 1 
Glaring at Prosecutor McMor- 
ran, Mr. Byll ndded: “They are 
103% .trying to build up their case. 
| They didn’t have a case to start
University, thcn'rc-J
th i c|?«c“^
United,Kingdom and Western Eu‘ISo Jontrovers^ * 10 °®d '
r°The differences were found to When Monnov’ hnlshed several!
political. Khalifa Abdu)|
fanmJr n 5 « ' Hakim of Pakistan said the dele-sumcr g o o d s  were compared.I . .  . *l r *
The study said the average C a - f“^ *  c?me 10 1Utcn
nadian’R stock of personal and p>vlet Propaganda. '
household durable goods has ln-|axRATEG^C SPAN 
creased greatly during the last a  bridge being built across the I 
30 years and tho trend is ex-| Bosporus a t Istanbul. Unking Asia-
expected to continue.
Canadian Expenditure habits
102.00 102% |M th and
On the grounds that the varl- no prospect of any significant In- 
^ ^  ous defence counsri shouW know arcascs in Canadian incomes to
by next Friday what dates they a point where they would match |
1 - - - • ■ '**■— %  th
it’» doubtful whether hkely would continue to approach 













102% wm j,,, free from other commit- those/ In e U.S. v
ments to proceed* Magistrate L T h ^ s tu d y , tiUcd Consumptlbn 
105% Pscar Orr said tho hearing on Espcndlturcs in Canada, was 
nil charges would be ndjourrtcd nindc nt thc rcqucst of the com 
until then, ’’when a date wM be mission by Prof. David W. Slater 
07 aa I discussed” " for pYocecdlng with «f Queen's Unlvcralty, Wnttston, 
w*’w  evidence ■ * ' ]Ont., in an effort to obtaln eome
For Ms part, Mr, McMorian indication of the role of persopnl 
| asked for a 1 week-long adjourn-expenditures In Canadian ceo- 
1^1 z| merit before presenting Ms case!nomic growth. ’
1 but agreed to the probable fur- T 1’’ 'V "'1 ■
Ithcr adjournments after defence! DOG BLINDED BY ACID 
lawyers said they could not.be MIAMI, F)a. (AP)—A. 8100 re-Stlabte then. | word w a a offered Thursday for |
quc»
that the defendants appear pcr-ln boxer dog with arid.
To Mr. McMorran’a
 f  a offered Thursday 
rc<pie t! arrest of’the person Who blinded
Tlie t\Vo
fsonully to hear the new,charges' year-old dog, it*to pet of 
103% read to tlicm, - Magistrate Orr]Page. 18, was <*'vtro.va1JVc;'r. 
{said there apiKAred to be no’day because of Ms uc’ih ,* "" '
110.001 need for it until they are 
raigned and said the'r 
103.00 bail apjicarcd sufficient.
ar- The reward was o'*<rr\ *
p re s e n t  H n rri*  o f  M ia m i, v:‘. n  c i l u  
1 b o x e rs .1’ ■* " ■ •
■ y '




Modern t h e o r i e s  of 
Apace acience hold that 
plane
m a y  support intelligent 
; life. They even 
ieom k n o w n  »c 
, <fa(a what theee “invadeVs 
from apace" will l o o k  
litre. The factual possibijl- 
ities of c o n t a c t  with! 
'"men” from other worlds 
are reported this week in 
THE STAR WEEKLY 
by Willy Ley, one of the 
(Ountrys fo rem ost au­
thorities dn ftphee science.' 




- b y  s buttling carilwjfoy' 
who makes it bis business ty 
speed delivery of today’s news 
to your Home—on time, rate 
or shine, He elms |o jnske 
his service please you!
•  NOTHING E Q U A L S  
your daily newspaper for 
bringing you the FU L L  
STORY of all tha t happens 
here, a t home and around 
the.w orldl Each day,- it ' 
enables you to “BEAD all 
about.it” ' and SEE latest 
photos of top events and 
people in the news, a t the 
Bamovtlipe!
WHAT’S MORE, it brings 
you last-m inute news of 
spores, fashions, business, 
m a r k e t s ,  am usem ents, 
health, education, religion, 
and all tho other important 
and Interesting topics of 
today. A s well as the finest 
newspaper.'features to |n- 
' form hud entertain every­
one ip  your home!
IF  YOU. are not taking 
this Newspaper regularly, 
better hail the jboy who, 
serves your neighbors, or 
phone our offlce "tb s ta rt t 
daily deliver^ a t once.* It's ' 
too exciting a  newspaper, 
tho great a, feature-treat, 
too h e lp fu l a  shopping  
guide, for your family to  , 
m lsa  read ln g  I t  E A p Ii 
DAY I *




J’.USCH -  Nicholas. Joseph. 8 
lbs.. 13 ozs.. arrived January9 , 
1058 at Kelowna General .Hos­
pital, the fifth child tor Mr. and 
Mrs. Nicholas Busch, HR 2, Kel* 
twna and. a brother for Dennis, 
R u s s e l T w  • * “  -elnia and Pam. 112
Business Personal
REPAIR SPECIALISTS 
Radios. Televisions, Electric 




219 B e rn a rd  A ve. P hone 3405





l o r  Rent
BCFOA WELCOME 
KelOwna Auto Courts and Motels 
Accommodations are, available 
Winter Rates 
DAY, WEEK, MONTH 
FRANKLIN m o t e l  
1630 Vernon Road
114
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished. 3-room 
individual cottages. Front and 
rear entrances. Private parking 
stalls. All utilities supplied,'Low 
Weekly or monthly rates.
133
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
1857 %-TON FORD DELUXE like 
new, .Can be seen at 801 Wilson 
Ave., tor Speedy Delivery Service.
*.• 115
WATCH ‘'CARS'AND TRUCKS 
for sale"—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
1951 METEOR COUPE. FIVE 
passenger, ^quipped with radio, 





249 Bernard Ave. Phene 3405 j
129
Completely furnished three room 
duplex units* by . week or month. 
(No phone calls please) '
RESTMOR COURT 
1760 Vernon Rd.
/  , Th.-F-S-tf
FINANCING A CAR? BEFOJ 
you buy, ask us* about our u  
Cost Financing Service with com­
plete insurance coverage,s Car- 
jruthers and Mcikle Ltd., 364 Ber­
nard Ave., Kelowna. i . 112
FRANKLIN MOTEL
1630 Vernon Rd.
PLANNING TO BUILD? YOUR 
plan professionally drawn to
NHA or Building Inspectors re-. „  .
quirements. Phone 8981. 114 Cottage Housekeeping Apart-
— ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
DRAPES JpCPERTLY MADE —(telephone. TV and laundry facili- 
FVee Estimates. Dons Guest, ues available. Week or Month, 
Phone 2481. I l l  [winter rates. i
. tf
HIGHEST. PRICES PAID FOR 
retreadable* tires. Wo will buy 
outright or make you a, liberal al­
lowance on new or used tires. 
Kelowna Motors Ltd. The Valley’s 
Most Complete Shop.’ F-S-tf
Lo st and fo u n d
t LOST — WRISTWATCH. Yellow 
gold, Birk’s make, Friday, Jan­
uary 3, vicinity CNR Dfepot or 
Safeway. Owners name and date 
on. back. Reward. Phone 4621.
BEDROOM IN PRIVATE HOME 
$20 a month. Phone 2480. 121
Board And Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
1131806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3491
T.OST — R E G IST E R E D  E nglish  ■, * 113
Setter, black and white, tafoo BIRCH'AVE. 544 — PRIVATE 
ears. Lost in vicinity °f bedrooms. . 3 homestyle meals 
KLO Rd. and Benvoulin Rd. Dec. daily, or luhches packed, parking 
20- Reward for information, space. $70 month up. Phone 7985. 
Phone 7815. U7| 117_______________________ m
Day. Owner please identify and ^or lady._ Home pn-zileges
claim. Finder cannot-keep th e |use of Piano- fhone 759°- 113
dog. Phone 8767. 116
Help W anfed
Property For Sale
( N I C E  PIECE PROPERTY 
home and .means for substantial 
income, spacious grounds $30,- 
000—$8,500 down payment or 
outright. Owner’s accommoda 
tion, 8 2-room suites, each has 
the sales field, this may be your luxury of private shower and 
opportunity. Large corporation toilet. Space for additional 3 or 
requires services of 3 men in 4-room' suite. If not able to 
sales department. This is per- contact write for appointment 
manent employment with unbe- 784 Elliott Ave. 92-M-Tb-ti
IF  YOU HAVE HAD 
SALES EXPERIENCE
Or fee! you would like work in I ~
lievable opportunity for advance-, ___ . .  ______ _
ment. Noncompetition or slack I THREE BEDROOM HOUSE — 
periods. Our men work hard and part basement, furnace, close to 
in return enjoy much higher than school and park. Phone 4688. 
average Incomes. Pension plan.l 115
family, 
tf
to those men who can meet our acre k>t. Suitable for 
standards. I t  you are 30 years of|S?uP̂ e man W1*“ 
age or over, a neat dresser and Fnope JXU4,_________ _
Tires And' Accessories
Articles For S a le .
Farm Produce v. THE DAILY COURIER C FRI., JAN. I t .  1958 U
IF  YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today’* Eggs Delivered Today v
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon 
, except Sunday v 




cr and elight plant; cables apdj 
helmet. Full price $1175. Also a 
6 and 12 volt fast-charger. Full 
pHce’ $65. All ad new. What of­





FOR SUPERCLEAN BLEACH] 
and Soap Flakes, phone 3408.
1121
Articles Wanted
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna; B and 3  Paint 
Spot Lid. For details phone 36?"
130-M-w-F |
0 t t h f  O n e  Q jcpidt
5V
Steeds Feed Thet
Burners A t  Plush 
"Saskatchewan"
REGINA (CP) — Mechaniza­
tion has come to most industry, 
but a  team of buckskin Belgian 
horses is still used here to haul 
coal tor the city’s largest hotel, 
the Saskatchewan.
Horses have been used on the 
job ever since the hotel was op­
ened in 1928. and Whitmore Broth­
ers Coal Company took over the 
delivery contract. f
The company has changed over 
to ‘trucks for the ipost part, but 
the'hotel job is don6 more eco­
nomically with the horses.
The explosive quality of the lig 
nite coal used by the hotel makes 
it unsafe to store inside in large 
amounts. This means a constant 
flow of coal daily is required.
The -delivery job is an all-day 
affair for Diamond and June, a 
team hired by the company to 
do the ' work.
G. L. Bower, owner of the 
team, said a truck on the job 
would be much more expensive. 
For one thing, i t  costs much more 
than the $600. value of the team 
and wagon to -buy a truck. For 
another, only one man is required 
on the horse-drawn job, while two 
would be needed for a truck.
Diamond and June have.been 
Working together since 1946. The 
two horses tramp back and forth 
to the hotel each dpy, stopping 
at red traffic lights and keeping 
to the right side of the street 
with sejdom a command or draw 
of the rein necessary from their 
driver,. Ed Minko.










P LA N  T O  LA U N C H  M ISSILE FR O M  SU B
A new launching system for 
the U.S. navy’s Regulus II 
missile is being developed. This
artist’s conception shows, for 
the first time the details of the 
new system which permits the
supersonic missile to be launch­
ed from the deck of a sub­
marine.
TRIES T O  D IV ER T TEM PERS
Swap O r Exchange
9 0 2 5
WAIST
l?C-.Vr
WILL TRADE LATE MODEL 
can tor Runabout Boat With 20 to 
25 horsepower motor, not over 
3 years old.. Week-end? phone 
8642. 114
One-Yard Wonder
’ By MARIAN MARTIN
Jiffy-cut Printed Pattern! Sew- 
easy-r-cut entire skirt, at one 




MONTREAL (CP)-A  group of 
* * . xx.. xvxĉ x .V. .. 40 advanced students in house-
f i n a f e  A n d  E n a i n e s  I fine wool remnant. Thrifty—just I an?  a8r|culture at
p o a i s  a n a  e n g i n u h  I o n e  yard 54-inch fabric. ■ >  I ̂ ac^°ni ld. C o l l ®« e
tft v t  FIBRE GLASS BOAT_ Printed P a tte rn -9025: Misses’ agreed to become walking
C n S t l  wUh ?0 hOTSe electrk Waist Sizes 24, 25, 26. 28, 30 in- la^ rato.nas or ^ e e k .Complete with JO norso eieciric . • • ’ d 54. ’Die students will live on mufr
start motor, factory, built'-trailcr, r . * ■ ,8 /•.. ^ , Ifjns or cookies ‘soeciallv ore-and (iduinnient Can tie seen at meh' fabric. Jiffy-cut tissue pat- IUIS ,or vooKies, speciany pre-ana equipment, can (De seen at mece' » . pared with a recipe supphed by






talk to people easily we invite a |M .  ^
reply to box 3246 Courier stating B U SineS S  v P P O n U n i t l0 S
past and present employment. . •, r r ______
maritol status and phone number. BUTCHER BUSINESS' WANTED
H31 anywhere in the valley. Will pur- 
AT THE DUTCH DAIRY FARMS|chas.e, faUu busmess outright or 
Ltd;—Dairyman who knows how consider halt interest. Address
to handle daily cattle, automatic fePbes P.O. Box 56, Peach­
milking, free house provided for | land, D C. 111
married people. Apply in person 
to 205 Tranquille Rd., North 
Kamloops, B.C. 112
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO 
live in and take full charge of a 
'motherless home and, four school
age children, father awey on|BuiCK 1954 SEDAN, repossessed
a s n e  s s s u s s k  * *phope 8919. n 7 accepted until 12 o clock noon,
M sHING- LODGE-  REQUIRES Saturday, January 11th, 1958. Car 
cook-housekeeper for coming jean be ^een at Ladd s Parking 
season. Reply by letter giving Lot.
age,. nationality, marital status 1 .
and approximaate wage expect- FORD 1951 — No down payment, 
cd. Box 13,< Winfield; B.C. 114 O n ly -$35.49 per lponth.
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
for all Building Supplies, Special­
izing in Plywood/ Contractors | Toronto. 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
H asting^ St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenbunr 1500. "r tf
coins (stamps cannot be accept- coo^®s an^ muffins wall
ed) for this pattern. P l e a s e  p r i n t  fee made of the same ingredients: 
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS, oatmeal, whole wheat flour, dried 
STYLE'NUMBER. —  egg and skim milk powders,
Send your prder to MARIAN sugar, butter and flavoring. The
MARTIN, c/o The Kelowna Cour­
ier Pattern Dept., 60 Front St. W
Fuel And Wood
COAL -V PRESTOLOGS 
CANMORE BRIQUETTES 
Buy now before it really gets cold | 
.Where .From?
WM. HAUG AND SON 
1335 WATER ST; PHONE 20661 
GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208 
‘ • M-F tf
APPLEWOOD FOR SALE — 14 
inch and 16 inch length, $14 per 
cord picked up. Apply. E. Roller, I 
Dry Valley Road, Postill. 112j
DRY ..BUSH WOOD — 2 CORD I 
load $24.00; ' cord load 12.50. Im-j 
mediate delivery. Phone 2824. ••
• • 122
Wanted
CREDIT AND COLLECTION 
manager. Many years experience, | tot Radio Building 
available immediately. Moderate
U 3J “STOP”
Industrial Acceptance v 
Corporation
Phone 2811
salary, Bqx 3245 Coujier.
COUPLE WOULD LIKE OPPOR-. - 
TUNITY to manage Motel or Auto the best deal in town. Reliable 
Court. Apply Box 3238 Courier, Motors and Tlres Ltd.. 1658 _Pen-
| H 2 dozl St. Phone 2419.
AT THE “ DEPEND- 
ABLE” Used ear and truck lot for
M-TH-tf
WOMAN SEEKS ANY.KIND OF 1951. B4ETEOR SEDAN, FULLY 
work; and housework by hour, equipped, including .automatic 
CaU S 08-5549 or write Box 3244Uransmission, immaculate con- 
Couricr. H2 dition. After 5 p.m. phone 2165.
■ 114,
7
DRY-PEAR WOOD,'— CUT 18”  
for open fireplace, $14 cord on 
orchard. C. H. Taylor. Phone 
6600. H 21
GOOD FIR SAWDUST — IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587.
ti |
«
council says, these ’are all the in­
gredients needed for healthful liv^ 
ing.
The students, in  teams of five 
every ,week, will have the option 
of easing cookies ofc muffins. The 
diet permits them to eat as much 
as they want. There, are ho ob­
jections to between-meal shacks.
And fqr liquid refreshment the 
experimenters will be allowed to 
drink water and1 coffee and tea 
without sugar or cre'am.
; Students will be expected to re­
cord their findings periodically, 
utilizing their knowledge of phys­
iology, chemistry, physics and 
mathematics. •
The cookies- and muffins are t# 
be prepared in the school of 
household science. The whole pro­
ject is to be under the direction 
of the college’s  department of 
nutrition.
Three members Of the teaching 
staff have already carried out 
preliminary tests. Helen Mc- 
Kirdy, a lecturer and post-grad­
uate student in,; nutrition, says 
the only hazards are psycholog­
ical—the monotonous diet takes 
all the fun out of eating.
DRY BUSH WOOD — Delivered | 
for $14 per cord. Phone 3257.
1151
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length, $14 cord, delivered. Phone 
3850. /  H7
6 2 3
Lab Technician 
Makes 1 7tH Violin
E U r R e n t
DRY FIR' BUSH WOOD —  $14 
cord. Delivery weekends only. 
Phone 6069. : H5
LI'
Property For SaleLOVELY AND QUIET TWOl 
bedroom unfurnished' duplex 
apartment; Automatic oil heat.|
.After 5 p m .  telephone! 6275.
, 114|
DUPLEX SUITE — UNFUR­
NISHED .'four rooms and bath,
; S S . ci!s a c J T S i ’ S  Real Estate &  Insurance
lowed, $60 month. Apply 2122 ,
-----------:------- --112 Aqencies L td .,
MAGEE ROAD REDECORAT- ' y
ED furnished four room suite, |« ^ ro  p i  v K  q t  





A . W . G R A Y
’'-....J'
■ j* ” ■ x-r
■'. k e & w n a , b .c .
$50.00 month. Phono|ONE AND A THIRD ACRES w ith  two: small houses; one 
' .of 3 Tooms, and one of 4. Electricity. Good well. Sm all
FOUR ROOM HOUSE — BASE­
MENT . furnace, garoge, Api>ly 
1428 Richter St.
stream  runs throuc 
limiting. Full price onl
iroperty in  summer.' Pine- tree  set-(terns^nre 
3̂,-ISO cash.
CARDSON, Alta. (CP)-Rein- 
hold Thur, a dental laboratory 
technician who makes violins as 
a hobby, has just completed his 
17th violin.
The wood Mr. Thur uses is 
maple.' It is /about 40 years old 
and was obtained from St. Paul’s 
- —  . | Indian school. Mr. Thur’s, Instru-
Mako theSo pretty flowers for I ments are slightly larger than 
serving aprons, fashioned of tho average vlolln> and aro fin. 
remnants in shades of vivid color; h shed in two-tohe Wine and brown. 
Easy to make for a  smart hostess The craftsman has, done Con­
or shower gift; slderable study and research In
Pattern 623: transfer, directions ^  field of violin making and 
for making two flower aprons, 17 during the last two : years he 
inches . fountifthat violin mhkers for the
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS lnjjQ8t ^50 years have each tried to 
coins (stomps cannot bo accept- acvcl#  particular quality of 
1 cd) for this pattern to LAURAIfkAi* own 
WHEELER, Ncedtocraft Dept., Through stody,1 Mr. Thur Has 
Kelowna Courier Pattern lr]cd to develop power and sweet-
60 Front S t-^ ^ T o m n to  F r in tL ^ g  of tone< ** :
plainly PATTERN NUMBER, -------------- --------------- ----------
your NAME and ADDRESS. 1 BIG DEMAND
As/a-boiius, TWO complete pat*| N e w s p r i n t  consumption In
WARM FURNISHED SLEEPING, 1A 
room, Bernard Lodge,’ 8U  B er-jf"  
nard, -phono 2215. - -^fl tree s
printed rlght ln our I Sweden has risen by more than 
LAURA WHEELER Nccdlecraft(90 per cent since 1937.
Book. Dozens o f ,, othejr designs
By DON PEACOCK 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—Roland Mich- 
ener prefers to preside over Com­
mons debate with a friendly 
irony.
When he was unanimously 
elected Speaker of* the Commons 
at the, Oct. 14 opening, of the new 
Parliament, the 57-year-old Tor­
onto lawyer'said:
“My aim will be to understand 
and interpret , the will and the I 
moods of the House.” I
He has tried to do just. that. 
Speaking to a reporter recently 
from his early weeks of exper­
ience in handling the intricate 
and pften delicate responsibilit­
ies of' the job, Mr. Michener 
said; - r  - -
"Some things are in order one 
day that would not be in order 
another day. If I see that temp­
ers are rising, I try to divert 
them in one. way or another. 
LIGHT TOUCH 
The verbatim record of the ses­
sion’s debates so far indicates he 
has frequently attempted to di­
vert with a twinkle of light hu­
mor.
At one point, after a lengthy 
ministerial .statement and many 
Opposition* .questions ‘ about it, 
Speaker M i c h e n e r  interrup­
ted with the wry comment that 
if m e m b e r s  and ministers 
weren’t ’ careful “the discussion 
might degenerate into another de­
bate;”
The Cpmmons rules stipulate 
that only information is to be 
sought hnd given ‘ during the 
question period, which has , run 
longer than usual this session— 
often extending more than an 
hour compared to 10 or 15 min­
utes in the-past. - - 
Another »day, - James Sinclair, 
former Liberal fisheries minister 
and Finance Minister Donald 
Fleming got into a somewhat vig­
orous exchange. Mr. Michener in­
terrupted to remind, th e ’minister 
that just because? he considered 
the mernber oht of order, he had 
not/“ the Tight-to continue out of 
order."
Mr. Michener is Cahada’s 28th 
Commons Speaker: since Confed­
eration. -He confided that he had 
never taken more than the aver­
age MP’s- interest, in House rules 
until he got wind of his appoint- 
ment a  few .weeks, before it be­
came official. I t  required a lot oj 
toning up on .the rule books—a 
study still going on. - 
POLITICAL EXPERIENCE 
In his 1945̂ 58 career in the On­
tario legislature as member for 
Toronto St. David’s, he spent 
most of his < time as provincia, 
secretary in the Progressive Con­
servative government of then pre­
mier George D rew .,
In 1949’Mr. Michener tried unr 
successfully,, for fhe Toronto St. 
Paul’s seat i n : th e ‘federal elec­
tion. He won it In the 1953 elec 
tion* and was returned in 1957.
Politics ’has been a preoccupa­
tion of the Mlohener family for 
many- years. His father, the late 
Senator EdwardKMlchcner, was' 
former , Conservative leader in Al­
berta.
Roland Michener was born In 
Lacombo, Alta., and educated in 
Red;' Deer p u b l i c  and high 
schools,! From the University of 
Alberto- he 1 w ent1 as a  Rhodes
Scholar to Oxford, and later set­
tled down to a successful law car­
eer in Toronto. /
He said he finds the Speaker’s 
job “very fascinating” especially 
in a Commons where every party 
is in a minority. '
It was a little bewildering the 
first few days, he said, but it’s 
getting better now. "1 feel that 
I’ve had veiry Whole-hearted co­
operation from all sides of the 
House.”
In addition to his Commons can.
duties, Mr.. Michener must han­
dle administration of the Parlia­
ment Building. He also is called 
upon to do considerable entertain­
ing.
One of his pet projects has 
been to hold Several get-togeth­
ers between MPs and reporters 
in the Parliamentary, Press Gal­
lery. It’r  not always easy for new 
MPs to get , to know their way 
around the Capital — Mr. Mich­
ener is trying to help* where he
Catholic Archbishop To Asl( 
Release O f Venezuela Clergy
CARACAS, Venezuela (A P I-  
Roman' Catholic Archbishop Ra­
fael Arias Blanco plans to con­
fer with President, Marcos. Perez 
Jiminez. , -
The archbishop is . expected to 
ask for release of members of the 
clergy under arrest since Jan. 2, 
the day a ; NeW Year’s revolt 
against the’ president was sup­
pressed. Five clerics are known
Sixty; worshippers detained af­
ter Epiphany mass at the Cara­
cas Cathedral ' Monday morning 
were released soon; afterward. 
The arrests were made outside 
the cathedral, and police did not 
go inside. \
Under arrest are:'
Rev. Jesus Hernandez Chappel- 
lin, interim editor of La Reliegion 
organ of the Catholic hierarchy 
of Venezuela; - Msgr. Hortensio 
Carrillo and , Rev. Delfin. Moncada 
of Santa Teresd diocese; and Rev. 
Jose Sarratud Diaz and Rev 
Alfredo' .OSlglia of thecathedral.
There was no substantiation of 
clandestine radio reports heard 
in Colombia saying there was 
fighting at La Guaira, Caracas' 
seaport. ' ’ .« .
Tanks have'been removed from 
around the palace for the first 
time since New Year’s Day and 
Caracas appeared quiet.
Meanwhile in. the Vatican City, 
the Vatican was reported taking 
an increasingly serious view of its 
relations with Venezuela.
An authoritative source close 
to the Vatican said a break in 
diplomatic ties is possible. •
The source said the Roman 
Catholic church is ..“preoccupied 
and displeased" w ithjhe present 
trend of - affairs in Venezuela 
Which he said “seem to be de­
veloping into a-clear persecution 
of Catholics.” .
Pope Pius has asked that all 
reports of Vatlcan-Venezuelan re­
lations be brought to his immedi­
ate attention, the informant said.
Officials Find Clues 
To Fate O f  Fishmen
PRINE hUPERT, B.C, (CP) 
Rescue officials believe a  Ufa 
preserver and a  sock found Wed­
nesday on a beach 45 miles north 
of here may be,clue3 to the fate 
Of a flshboat which disappeared 
after salUng Monday with three 
men aboard. •
The items were discovered at 
tisk as ; Canadian and United 
States planes- and ships searched 
or the flshboat Jocelyn. Aboard 
the vessel were fisherm en;Ed 
Cotterell, Ted White and William 
Cooper,
B Y  G E N E  A H ER N
WARM COMFORTABLE Bleep-|no* - ^ " " ^ ^ r i t o d a y l
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.llil'w atcr on property. Sprinkler irrigation ,. and: boosted 
pum p. Price $0,500 w ith  $4,500 down.
ytTELD B U IL T '4 BEDROOM STUCCO BUNGALOW, 
south side- 220 w iring, fu ll modern plumbing, large llvipg- 
room w ith  dining area. Half baisement w ith  furnace, 
laundry tubs,,fru it room. Hardwood floors in llvingroom 
and hall. Would consider trade  for 2 or 3 bedroom house 
dose to Hospital. Prjce is only .$13,000, w ith  half cash 




Dally for 6  menthi 8JM month 
Hatch additional line ,  R00 month 
oeel tikli daily .  17X0 month
Ttlmeewtk. 10JR month
STUCCO DUPLEX, SOUTH SIDE, has main floor suite 
w ith  2 bedrooms, llvingroom and diningroom,1, kitchen, 
bath, spare room and hall. Basement suite, built almost all 
above ground, 3 bedrooms, llvingroom, diningroom, 
kitchen, bathroom  and utility  room. There is a  furnace, 
220 w iring and also gas connection for basement suite. 
Garage. 75* x  150* lot. $170 p er month revenue, Full price 
is $10,000, w ith  $10,000 down. .
; PHQNte 317*5
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Macmillan, Sukarno Confer O n  
Indonesia's Anti-Dutch Moves
NEW DELHI (Reuters)—Brit- dia, . Commonwealth trade and 
ain’s Prime Minister Macmillan .economic problems , and possibly 
and Indonesia’s 'President Su* other subjects, 
kamo conferred "briefly ajnd in- 
formaUy” .Thursday on the;effects 
of Indonesia’s anti-putch cam­
paign aimed at winning control.of 
Dutch New Guinea. ■.
Sukarno. postponed his depart­
ure to' Bombay when > he and 
Macmillan were, invited' to lunch 
with Prime Minister Nehru.
Indonesian sources ' said Su­
karno, in  India on a private visit 
for his health, assured)Macmillan 
that the transfer Of Dutch New 
Guinea to Indonesia ]ivould In ho 
way prejudice peace and stability 
In the area. ' /
HO also expressed belief that 
lessening of opposition to the 
transfer In Australia—next stop 
on the Commonwealth tour^ Moo 
millah Is moklng—would neces­
sarily bring about a change in 
Dutch opposition to relinquishing 
the territory. v -
ASKED FOR HELPf ■ '
Informed sources said Sukarno 
may also have iasked Macmillan 
to help persundp .the' Netherlands 
to reopen negotiations over the 
disputed Dutch.' colony.
The Indonesian government has 
seized Dutch firm s; in 'Indonesia1, 
as part of (to campaign to force 
Uie Netherlands to cede the col 
ony. Thousands of Dutch res! 
dents In Indonesia have left for 
the Netherlands since the cam
Saign began), following the United rations' refusal to recommend 
the reopening of, talks between 
the two countries. <
Before Mi lunch date with Mac 
mtllen, gpkarho met again with 
Nehru. An Indian governmen 
lokesman said Nehru cxpresie< 
e  hope/ flint the problem Wouk 
> resolved , in a peaceful way;
WlillojNcbru and Sukarno were 
conferring, Macmillan placed a 
wlealh/ on the spot where Mo­
handas Gandhi, India’s indcpeik 
ence |fcader. was- cremated after 
he was assassinated In 1948. He 
and Lady Macmillan followed thf 
Indian custom of removing their 
shoes before depositing the large 
wreath. ■
Macmillan and Nehru held 
their first long talk Alone Wed­
nesday night after dinner. A Brit­
ish Informant said their discus 
stons covered-NATO and-Western 
policies sis scen from neutral In-
K m
aicrtAan m. mu
Few men o( 4h« U,& 
political aceae have caus­
ed mon controversy than 
their vice-president. . .  
Thia wetk read.  Carol 
Kirkpatrlck'a comprehen* 
alve etudy of Richard M. 
Nixon, the man and poli­
tician . „■. and don’t miss 
"The Strangest Man I 
Ever Mat’*"»the story of 
Wilson MacDonald, Can­
ada’s foremost poet . >, 
In THE STAR WEEK- 
LY . . .  on jmU ovary- 
r  where!
f i a t s
C A N A D IA N  A C TO R  DIES IN B R A W L
F&I.. JAN. Ip. 1*5* THE DAILY COURIER
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
• j
A New York street brawl 
brought death to Gerald Sar- 
raclni. Toronto actor, who was 
currently playing In a Broad­
way drama. He often appeared 
In roles that called for violence 
and once had a role parcllel to 
his own career—a  young man 
who went to a big city to be
killed in a street 
he Is shown on a
fight. Here 
CBC-TV
drama in a scene where he-is 
attacked by an angry mother, 
played by Margaret Braid- 
wood. Sarracini had been ar­
rested twice before for street 
brawling.
By B. JAY
(Top Record-Holder to Masters' 
Individual Championship Flay)
QUIZ
You are South. Partner bids 
One Diamond, East bids One 
Spade, bqth aides vulnerable. 
What do you now bid with each 
of the following five hands?
L  4A Q 7 « 8 7 tf»  4*83 *944  
A  AQM « A J5  *Q97«
A *84 4*d
4. AQT1 F J  4AK8S3 AAQJ4 
8. 4*03 * J 7  4AQ84 4A J«2
1. Pass. Although there,would 
have been an obligation to re­
spond to partner’s diamond bid if 
East had passed, responder is re­
lieved of the necessity of bidding 
as soon as East overcalls. A bid 
at this, point would constitute a 
free bid. and the values for a 
voluntary bid are lacking. Part­
ner’s suit bids must be kept open 
with as little as six points, but 
where an opponent intervenes, at 
least eight or nine points are 
required for a free bid. '
2. Two notrump. This response, 
whether made over an adverse 
bid or a pass, represents a bal­
anced hand with, 13 to 15 points 
and distributed high c a r d  
strength. The spade stopper, in 
this cage, is somewhat sketchy, 
but this imperfection is not suffi-
M O V IE C O LU M N
cient to preclude the advantages 
that can be obtained by the nigh-
be incorrdfct to do so. A double, 
after partner has opened the bid­
ding, also invites partner to dou­
ble anything else the opponents 
may bid. For this action we are 
not prepared. Although it is 
quite likely East cannot make 
one spade, it is at the same time 
very improbable that both West 
and North will accept the double, 
since between them they can have 
very few spades. A low contract 
double signifies more than Just 
the ability to defeat that particu­
lar contract
4. Three clubs. The best tac­
tics are to make a.Jump shift 
immediately and thus invite a 
slam. The strong diamond sup­
port is shown later. A slam is 
quite probable if North has satis­
factory spade control. The jump 
shift shows at least a 17-point 
hand. By bidding clubs now and 
raising daimonds later, the dis­
tributional values can be inferred. 
The ultimate c o n tra c ts  left for 
partner to decide.
5. Two clubs. Here we have the 
fairly common case of a hand 
that is too good for a single raise 
to two diamonds and not good 
enough for a double raise to three 
diamonds. Actually, our hand 
amounts to a two and a half dia­
mond bid.
When this dilemma is encoun­
tered, the best procedure is to bid 
a $ide suit first, which forces 
partner to bid again, and then
Vi
Three Generations Of Lewises 
W ork On Jerry's Latest M ovie
|ly  descriptive two notrump bid.
3. Pass. There is, of course, a 
I temptation to double but it would
follow this with a raise of his 
suit, which invites partner to con­
tinue but does not compel him to 
if he has opened a minimum hand.
DAILY CRO SSW O RD
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Three 
generations of Lewises are work­
ing on Jerry's latest movie, but 
one is due for retirement.
It was a real family scene on 
the set of Rock-A-Bye Baby at 
Paramount. Frank Tashlin was 
directing a shot in which ybung 
Gary Lewis sings a song and 
dances over a , hillside of spring 
flowers.
But Frank had some help on 
the sidelines. Also aiding in the 
-direction was the producer of the 
picture, Jerry Lewis, who finds 
time to act in it, too. Then there 
was his lovely wife, Patty, who 
brought along another son, Ron- 
: nie. Completing the-family pic­
ture was Gary’s grandfather, 
youthful - looking vaudeville vet­
eran Danny Lewis, who also has 
a part in the movie.
The family group gathered in 
the Paramount commissary for 
lunch and discussed 12-year-old 
Gary’s budding career, which is 
about to be nipped.
EDUCATION FIRST 
‘‘This kid has only about 200 
tons of talent,” said proud papa 
Jerry. ‘‘I t’s just too bad it’s 
going to be hidden until he grows
.up."l - - - -  ;.....
How’s that?
“This will be Gary’s farewell 
appearance until he graduates 
from college,” Jerry said.
I asked Gary how he felt about 
that.
■ ‘‘I’ll change his mind,” the 
boy said, out o f ; his father’s 
hearing.
He’ll have some powerful^ cam­
paigning to ■ do, because Jerry 
seems pretty firm in his decision.
“I hate child actors,” he said. 
“ I mean the professional kind of 
child actor. The youngsters who 
are great as actors and who are 
really liked, are the ones who' do 
things naturally, who act without 
being actors. Gary is like that,
- . ‘‘But the trouble with most 
:;-child actors is that they are 
: pushed into acting by an ambl- 
, fious parent. The kids become 
phony; thfey’re subjected to all 
kinds of attention which they 
shouldn’t  have at their age. And





4. Book clasps 
9. Painful spot
Gary doesn’t have to act. llO. Look for- 
He’s going to have the'advantage ward to 
of the education I didn’t have. III?. Matting 
had to quit in the second grade fiber 
of high school, not because I 13. Snapping 
needed the money but because I beetle 
couldn’t be happy unless I was in 14. Attribute 
show business. 116. Compass
‘Tve lived to regret it. I’ve 
had to adjust to situations I 
could have coped with
4. Jitters 
(slang)









point labbr.)?!-!!.” 1" ”;1”
17. Music note Ethereal
18. Here (Fr.)
easily if I had gone on in school.” I ^nder^o f 
So far Gary has appeared flocks 
three times'with his pa. He did 23. p r0noun 
the Sonny Boy routine on Jerry’s 26. A spring 
television show and appeared for (SW. U.S.l 
a week when the comic played 27. Affirmative 
Detroit. .‘‘The kid got the biggest votes (var.) 
hand I’ve ever heard,” said 28. U.S. legisla- 
Jerry. five body
But after finishing his number 31. Flower 
in the movie, Gary goes back to 3*. Lamprey 
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HAMBURG (AP)—Purchase of, „ 
the 26,313-ton Canadian P a c if ic C u n n in g  
liner Empress of Scotland by the 
recently-founded Hamburg - At­
lantic Line was revealed today 
by a spokesman of this West 
German city’s economic depart­
ment
Both the city spokesman and an 
official of the new line said the 
ship was bought from Canadian 
Pacific Steamships for about £1,-
000,000, to be paid in sterling. | One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used I 
The chief financier behind the for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
project was identified by. the city the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
spokesman as Greek millionaire codfe letters are different.
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R  *
- is L O N G F E L L O W
Antarctic Huskies 
Slated For Zoo
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (CP)-A ' re- 
prieve for most if not all the 
huskies with the Now Zealand 
Antarctic expedition has been re­
ported by C. M. Bowden, chair­
man of the Ross Sen committee.
He said the Auckland zoo is 
taking nine and the Wellington 
too two.
In addition, one dog would be 
taken to Englnnd and the New 
Zealand government would place 
no obstacle in the way of any 
expedition members who wanted 
jo  bring dogs Into Now Zealand.
Animal lovers had complained 
about reports that when the 
huskies had done their job they 
Would bo shot in the Antarctic
The liner is 'to  sail from Bel­
fast to Hamburg early next week 
after representatives of the Ham­
burg company make a last in­
spection at the Belfast dock. It 
will probably be brought here by 
a German crew.
The ship Will be renovated at 
a German yard for an estimated 
18,000,000 marks ($4,284,000), a 
line spokesman said;
Plans are to have the liner sail 
regularly between Hamburg and 
the American cast coast starting 
next,June, line officials said.
The Empress of Scotland was 
built in 1930 for the Liverpool- 
Quebec-Montrenl run and was 
used as troop transport during 
the war.
S R T P V ,  I A O L T D G U  W D P V O T  Z P O ,  
W P J Y E U O T P L  U A O S O S D Y F  — T A O  M - 
M O F  .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN WHAT| 
FRUIT WOULD SPRING FROM SUCK SE E D — BYRON.
OLD IRELAND
A stone axhead found in County 
Carlow, Republic of Ireland, in 
1944 was estimated ,to date from 
2,500 B.C,
FRONT AND REAR
The jumping hare of South Af­
rica hast five foes on each front 
foot, four on each hind foot.
FOR TOMORROW
You wlU find it to your ad­
vantage to try and revise your 
schedule now so as to accom­
plish more with less effort. In­
fluences are fine for personal 
relationships, so try to plan 
some group activity which will 
prove pleasurable and relaxing
FOR TOE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow Is ypur birthdn
Ripley's B ELIEVE IT  O R  N O T
K lE d E !
B e nmm
.....- .. ICAfUtM
BY 1WB FWEHCM AUTHOR
AU.HBUFE
HASHED) 
LEASED FOR AN ANNUAL. 
RENTAL OF ASCENTS IN 
CASH'ABdmCOFPEER- 
A LOAF OP OREAD 
AND ONE CHEESE
YOUR HOROSCOPE
e S t a r s
ay,
th e . coming year should provide 
some excellent Opportunities for 
advancement, As a native of 
Capricorn, you a rc , endowed, not 
prily with creative ability and a 
lot of ingenuity, but are, Also 
rnctlcal and patient. Harncss- 
ng these fine' traits, you should 
go for—especially now, when 
planetary influences for the next 
three months favor the making 
of practical plans for the future
and the patience to wait for long­
term results; and the period be­
tween May and September stimu-1 
lating your creative leanings.
The latter period is also bene-1 
ficial to personal relationships— 
not only where social and do­
mestic associations are con-1 
cerned, but also in fields where I 
good will is essential to your 
material progress. This will be 
the time, from a job and finan­
cial standpoint, to circulate more| 
freely, benefit through new con­
tacts and ideas, and emphasize I 
your special talents, so that they 
may attract attention in the right 
quarters. Results of your efforts 
should be quite notable between] 
October and December.
A child born on this day will} 
bo endowed with the qualities 
heeded to moke nn excellent! 
teacher, scientist or diplomat.
T H E  O LD  H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
yaiMMiMftfanp
tO TIMES AS 
FAST AS THAT 
OF A HUMAN
* * * * * *
tm* man whowamtteptdbe DEAF/
"au^ ! ! ( S S S (̂
3 8 & V B ffiS S S G
-*»HB COULD BE EITHER A BILL COLLECTOR 
TRYING TO COLLECT ON SOMETHING HE 
BOUGHT-OR A SALESMAN TWYINS TO 
SEU. HIM SOMETHING ELSE...
THE* CHASM ift ON
..« tr**̂ **,
m u m
JUST ONE MORE TONG, SAWYFR. 
YOlTRS TO LET NO ONE, NOT EVEN 
, TOUR WIFI, SUSPECT THKT YOU'RE 
DOlHfl AH UNDERCOVER JOB FOR 
T̂HE NAVY. —“4
y ( understand.
THINK OF IT, CHRISTY... 
VACATION... AT CALETTO, 
NOTHING TO PO BUT UE ON T O  
BEACH AND GO SKttt DIVING.
‘ ‘ -  *
•BUltCALCTTO! 
IT'S ONE OF THE 
MEDITERRANEAN'S 
FASHIONABLE RES0tl£ 
.aw  WATFORD r rf
SURE! AND LOOK 
AT TUI NIFTY 
WING OUTFI 0TTOPAY,
YOU PARUNS lANYf ARE YOU MAR 
YOU DWY ZORKA. YOU'VE GOT NO 






















THATS THE MOST 
INSULTING THING 
YOU COULD SAY 
ABOUT A WOMANS 
HAT-fM GOING 
0  RETURN I
.WONDER HOW THEY HAPPENED 
- TO PUT MEN AND WOMEN 






IS GIVIN* TOY 
BALLOONS T* 
ALL TH’KIDS/
EACH KID MUST BE 
ACCOMPANIED BY  
AN ADULT/ WILL „ 
YOU GO WITH ME?
SUR E, I ’LL WALK OVER 
WITH YOU, JERO M E...
BUT I WONDER WHO I 
CAN GET T'OOIN WITH 












LET ME TAKE 









FIVE i  
DOLLARSI
NIGHT CLERK? I , 
IVE GOT A LEAK 
V IN M /  ROOM/
I'LL 8E  
[RIOHTUP/
'that WILL BE TWO DOLLARS )̂
—







A  ROOM 





MNHEM t  61GMAL, PULL I 
TUB OTHER CHOCK! TUB 
WAGON WILL ROLL INTO 
THB TGNT AND TAKE CAI 
OP YOUR NOSY UNCLB
7 i  V  it will! i'll a
HOPE I 00 se e  THAT 
rr \  ZITA 0ET5 
WORKS,\ OUT OP THe 
BALOWm/X TBNT/
T i*ww, X v a  NAVI TO UW.VB. 
STEPPING) BUT QUIMCeV WILL 
-  eVeRYTMING, 
“ IPX PO i
r
itim im w m m
frS» 6TARTH9 















O N E  O F  T H E W O R LD 'S  BEST
Ontario Compensation Act 
Model For Foreign Lands
By BRUCE LEVETT 
Canadian Preaa Staff Writer
TORONTO (CP)-When a plan­
tation worker in Ceylon 1* step­
ped on by an elephant or a 
Puerto Rican cane - chopper 
nicks himself. It’s comforting to 
know that Ontario has the Work­
men's Compensation Act.
The connection? Puerto Rico 
has modelled its legislation on 
the Ontario plan. Ceylon and the 
Pbflii
us on the flopr of the legislature. 
"We are divorced from politics 
and this gives us a smoothness 
of operation over the years.” , 
PAYMENTS TO INJURED 
If an employee Is-off the-job 
for more than four days as a re­
sult of an injury, he receives 75 
per cent of his weekly pay based 
on, average earnings during the 
prior four weeks, up to a max- 
_  _ imum of $72.11 a .week. All med-
___ ppine lsiands are drawing uotical and hospitals bills are paid
similar plans now.' Indonesia and and benefits continue as long as 
Pakistan have it under study, too disability lasts.
In the-last year alone, 60 del- An employee cannot sue his 
egations have come to Ontario employer when injured as a re* 
from outside North America to suit of an accident covered by 
studv the plan generally recog-compensation. However, he has 
nlzed as one of the world’s best, three stages of appeal within the 
MODEL FOR CANADA , framework of the board.
Pioneered by Ontario, it forms toe ca*e °f a fatality, the 
the basis for compensation to in- M o w  receives an immediate 
jured workmen in all other nine su™ ®J$2°0 and up to an
Canadian orovinces. additional $200 for • funeral ex-
E. E. Soarrow. former paint jP ^ e s .  She receives a pension of 
and varnish executive who be- ^  a month until death or rc- 
came board chairman in 1948, m am ag ean d  the allowance for 
admits: ** each child is $25 a month up to
“ We have gained some meas-j 
ure of leadership.’
Evidence of this is that when I 
Puerto Rico, the Philiopines and 
Haiti — lands which look tp the]
United States for leadership 
came to North America to studv | 
the best compensation plan avail- 
•able, the U.S. sent them north to|
Ontario.
“Probably, the most attractive! 
aspect of our act is that it takes 
compensation * out of the > courts 
enabling justice to be humanely! 
and speedily administered,” Mr.
Sparrow says.
“Justice humanely and speedily 
• administered” was the aim of Sir 
William Meredith, a former chief 
justice of Ontario. The act he 
drew up in 1915 was based on the 
. most attractive legislation then in 
existence in England, the United |
'States and Europe.
VIRTUALLY UNCHANGED 
Since then, the act has been 
amended only to extend coverage 
or'increase benefits. Two royal 
cprpmisslon studies in the last 40 
years have left it virtually Intact.
In Ontario,'there are 1,750,000 
men and women covered by the 
act, Their coverage is paid for 
by 90,000 assessable employers, 
whose charges range from 151 
cents each $100 of assessable pay­
roll for certain classifications of! 
v teachers, to $13.50 per $100 for 
workmen in hazardous forest op-1 
erations.
Of the 252,248 accidents re-| 
ported during 1956, 70,733 rated 
compensation, ano ther 170,606 
were-''"covered 1 by medical. aiaj 
only. Claims'totalling 10,909 were] 
rejected.... '
. Benefits totalled $29,419,000.
Mr. Sparrow, with vice -  chair-1 
man J. F. Cauley and one com­
missioner, Dr. E. C. Steele, form 
the three-man executive-board of 
the Workmen’s C om pensation ]
Board of Ontario.
“None of bs is a civil servant,’
Mr., Sparrow says.
“The labor minister speaks for|




Every employer In the prov­
ince contributes a few cents .in 
the event of a disaster,” Mr. 
Sparrow says. The board’s dis­
aster fund is maintained at $750,- 
000.'
An example of how compensa 
tion works, Mr. Sparrow- said, 
was the case of a newspaper re­
porter who lost an eye. The man 
was paid 75 per cent of his sal­
ary while off work, his medical 
bills were paid and the board 
brought him an artificial eye 
LIFE PENSION 
“Now, a one-eyed reporter is 
just as able as a reporter with 
two eyes,” Mr. Sparrow says, 
"but because he suffered a perm­
anent, although partial, injury, he 
receives about 18 per cent of the 
75-per-cent figure for life,”
A noted blind singer’s case was 
another example.
“Thg man was blinded in a 
welding accident, so because he 
is unable’to return to his employ­
ment, he will receive a pension 
for life.” In additidn to medical
and rehabilitation payments, the 
board spent 13,800 in singing les­
sons.
Another prime aim of the board 
is to prevent accidents happen­
ing, but once they have hap­
pened, to heal the injured work­
man—and 3,437 of the 64,438 com­
pensation cases-last year were 
women—then rehabilitate them 
and return them to works 
To do thiy, a $6,000,000 treat­
ment and rehabilitation centre is 
being built on the northern out­
skirts of the city replacing the 
decrepit former RCAF barracks 
which houses 500 patients at sub­
urban Maltpn airport.
TH IS LITTLE P IG G Y  M ISSED M E A L
Government Can 
Stop Search For 
11, Expert. Says
VANCOUVER (CP)—The only 
thing that will stop the search for 
oil in western Canada is ill- 
advised legislation, Ralph K. Far­
ris, president of Charter Oils 
said here Thursday.
He told the company’s annual 
meeting the immediate market 
will not be the determining fac­
tor. Poor legislation would drive 
the exploratory dollar elsewhere.
“Up until now the federal gov­
ernment has encouraged, in every 
way, exploration in the extraction 
industries.
“The provinces have, in the 
main, followed the lead of the na­
tional government bp. every once 
in a while there is a hint they 
will take their share 'o ff the 
top.’
By this, Mr. Farris said, he 
meant that governments should 
look to a firm’s profits, not its 
exploration money, for revenue.
Charter Oils now has $2,500,000 
in assets .and $1,500,000 in cash, 
dominion government bonds and 
marketable securities, he said.
Income for the period ending 
July 31 was down to $141,199 from 
$149,794 in 1956.
Somebody rang the dinner 
bell when this little piggy was 
turned the wrong way and look 
what happened. But he might 
benefit from his misfortune.
When the rest of his fellow 
porkers are fat enough for mar­
ket in Guildford, Eng., he might 
be puny and live longer.
Sloan To Make
VICTORIA (CP) — Changes in 
the procedure for granting for­
est management licences recom­
mended by Gordon Sloan in his 
royal commission report will be 
adopted by the government. , 
And Mr. Sloan himself, pow the 
government’s permanent forests 
advisor, will be the key figure in 
the award of all future manage­
ment licences.
Government sources made this 
know n today; following reports 
that Mr. Sloan would be concern­
ed solely with licence “appeals.” 
Under the new plan proposed 
by Mr. Sloan in his report, ob­
jections of competitors and op­
posing interests will be heard be­
fore the licence is approved, re­
jected, or altered.
In his report, Mr. Sloan said 
that although no definite commit­
ment was made under the exist­
ing system before appeals were 
heard, permission grahted by the
government to a firm to adver­
tise its intention of acquiring a 
licence implied a “certain ex 
parte approval."
“This is not in the public in­
terest,” Mr. Sloan said.
“In my opinion not only shoulc 
a preliminary notice" pf intention 
be advertised . . . but the depart­
ment should be responsible to 
see that knowledge and nature of 
the proposed ‘ licence and its 
boundaries be transmitted to all 
forest-land holders whose pro­
perty and interests may be dir­
ectly affected by the proposed 
licence.”
PLAN ACCEPTED
That is the plan the government 
now proposes to put in effect. It 
will work this way: .
When a forest operator,has de­
cided to apply, for' a particuler 
area as a management licence 
he will first make a routine check 
‘ with the forestry department'to
make sure the timber Is not al­
ready alienated, then advertise 
his intentions.
That will give competing firms, 
communities or other interest* 
that oppose the license applica­
tion an opportunity to prepare 
their case.
Arguments pro ,and .con  will 
then be heard a t a  public tribunal 
presided over by Mr. Sloan.'
He will make a  recommends 
tion to the government, which 
must make the final decision.
In the past, the cabinet has 
been put in the position of hear­
ing appeals against decisions al­
ready made in effect by one of its 
members. -
The new plan will get the lic­
ence applications and appeals 
out in full public view, and al­
lows the government to fall back 
on the recommendations of a dis­
interested advisor.
Since objections to manage­
ment licence applications are al- 
m o s t  invariably raised, Mr. 
Sloan in effect will be asked to 
rule cm all appUcafioos.
MAKES OWN APPEAL 
If no appeal is made but Mr. 
Sloan himself thinks the licence 
application is not in the best pub­
lic interest* or should be modi­
fied, he is empowered to make 
his own appeal or recommenda­
tion.
Pealing with forest manage­
ment licences will be one of Mr. 
Sloan’s principal duties, but his 
new post takes in a much wider 
scope.
He will be the chairman of the 
Central Advisory Council on pro­
vincial forestry matters that was 
recommended in his report. '■ 
Lands and Forests Minister 
Ray WlUiston has explained that
TOE DAILY COURIER O 
PEL. JAN. II, IKS °
Sthcr groups or Individuals to tcuss specific problems con- • 
cerning the forestry industry.
2. He will head inquiries that 
will be almost judicial in nature 
and that win involve the calling 
of evidence. Management licence 
hearings are included in fids cat­
egory, *
3. He wifi also head inquiries of 
a  less formal nature, dealing with 
more specific questions.
LABOR PROTESTS
B R A N T F O R D  (CP)-The 
Brantford Labor C o u n c i l  has 
protested that Progressive Con­
servative supporters were hired 
at the post office here during the 
Christmas rush instead of unem­
ployed married men with fam­
ilies. Council sent a letter to the 
Brantford Progressive Conserva­
tive Association asking members 
“to refrain from such iniquitous 
practices in future.”
the government, instead of select­
ing members of the advisory and 
regional boards first, started out 
“at the top” by appointing the 
chairman.
Mr. Sloan will' work in three 
separate capacities:
1. As chairman, he will call to-
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
is





Phone 2 12 3
V ' V I  • - / >
Y O U R
KIND
O F MUSIC?
Make A Note 
of this 
Score. > 
Special buys in writing pads 
and boxed stationery. Marked 
low to clear — just the size 
for thank-you notes. Buy now 
apd save—yhere all Kelowna 
saves—at— --
L O N G
SUPER DRU G S L T D .
“Where All Kelowna Saves”
O NiY
REDS W ERE B AC K  S EA T  DRIVERS
Although they occupied back 
seats at the Afrp-Asian confer­
ence in Cairo, Russian dele­
gates had a lot to say. In the 
first two rows here are mem­
bers of the .Indian delegation. 
At extreme left in front row is 
Rameshwari Nehru, distant 
relative of Indian Premier 
Nehru. The third and fourth 
rows are delegates from Ghana. 
The fifth row are Red Chinese 
and the sixth rovt is occupied 
by Russian delegates. The con­
ference denounced “imperial­
ism and colonialism; “  heard-a ■ 
call for an all-African army to 
“liberate” Africa and also 
heard a Russian offer to send ' 
material and technical help to 
“have-not” . nations—tied to a 
Soviet suggestion for national­
ization pf foreign enterprises. 
Only anti-Soviet sentiment was 
expressed by Ghana delegate 
Amou Awnah when he con­
demned “the attitude of the. 






....................... ... .... .........  LONDON (AP) -  British bal-
nda, said today at the bank’s an-|ler*na ® e r y f Grey, first west-
z  "  n r n n i *  t n  t i n t *  m l l V t  n f A « A A i t i ' n
MONTREAL (CP) -  Restraint 
In making demands must become 
tile responsibility not only of la­
bor and business, but of elector­
ate and government as well, 
James Muir, chairman and presi­
dent of the Royal Bank of Can-
nunl meeting. 
Emphasizing
erner to star with Moscow’s 
the dangers of|world,.- famous JBolshol Ballet,
was the greatest artistic experi­
ence of her life.
“The standard at the Bolshoi 
Theatre is wonderfully high,” she 
explained. “They are inspiring 
people to dance with. It is this 
sense of dedication that Russian 
dancers have — they take their 
art so seriously.
“Everywhere the aud iences 
were wonderfully warm and en­
thusiastic. I got the impression 
that almost everyone in Russia 
loves good music.
continuing inflation, he stated I ?ays to® West fw 11!™3 ,much.,f0 
tht restraint would be required I Jrnrn. *n toe ^ ne *rom toe 
“ if we are to obtain not merely , ,  , . . .
full employment and growth, but P 1*5 year’°ldidancer has just 
stability ns well." '  returned from a triumphant four-
In the past, spending sprees I )vea’5 tQur *n 
had been followed by a duU h id ing  roles with the Bolshoi in 
morning-after, a business depres- Leningrad; Tbll-
sion o r , recession; that brought P* JTifiis) in Georgia, and Kiev,
prices b a  c k  to a reasonable ca?n?* ° u t ue »UiH?  , 
stable norm; Although ballet in Britain and
H o w e v e r ,  the alternatively H1® United States has advanced 
creeping' and surging inflation ,HS ,.and bounds, ^ iss
since the Second World War Grcy said- I think the Russians 
seemed to belong to a different ®*prcss themselves more freely 
kind. than wo do."
Mr. Muir suggested the follow- . " ^ ot that I suggest that we try 
ing possible explanations for the |,°r ?®Py V'°jr style, she ndded. 
difference: I think it is important that our
The impact on the economy otP^}®*,. should develop its own 
large government budgets; tho sly!®- . „ . . . . . .
buoyant effect of Inrgc liquid , tall, dark-haired star, wife
holdings, consumer credit, or ®* Swedish doctor, was with
other means of Increasing ^  when it was the
vato expenditure beyond c u r re n tly  . 3 Company, She left
income; and the buoyant effect)}®0 conTpnny *ast yew  to free-
of,a round-robin of cost-price In- . . . .  „  , A
creases interdependent to a dc- Visa Grey said tho Russian tour 
grcc with the first two causes, 
but greatly accentuated by other j 
developments in public and pri­
vate economic policy.
The Japanese have specialized 
for centuries in producing fancy 
types of goldfish.
N O T IC E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 










TORONTO (CP)—Four years 
ago civic officials began dicker­
ing over the direction of a sec­
ond subway tor Toronto. Now 
. they’re  wondering whether they 
, con scrape up th<T almost $290.- 
600,000 either of two proposed 
.routes would cost.
So toft the only thing conceded 
by eltifcr side in,the bottle over 
proposed routes for the planners 
is (hat Toronto must have n sec­
ond .subway. Otherwise, says 
W. E. P  Duncan, Toronto Transit 
Commission general manager, by 
, ,1078 the TTC will bo out of bus. 
Inqsa.
- '  tMft Duncan spoke, Wednesday 
< during the second day of a spe­
cial meeting of MctropoUiun Tor- 
catted to debate the 
t different-subway 










BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE 
Now Showing —  Twice Nightly —  7:00 and 9:13 p.m.
Jamisons 4th ANNUAL
•* / : . . . .  , ■ ; . .. •
y *■>*-<* Vs ......>A <j
Y
i l l
Starts S A T U R D A Y , J A N U A R Y  11 -  For O n e  W e e k  O n ly  
SAVINGS OF 50% AND MORE IN EVERY SECTION OF THE STORE
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 p.m ,1
, Coming Monday —  Adult Entertainment Only 
“NO DOWN PAYMENT*
S a l e  S p e c ia ls  
SCRAP LEATH ER
a t  3 5 c  a p o u n d  )
PAPER -M ATE PENS
Reg. $1.98 -  now jus|
9 9 c
Fine Quality
B A LL POINT PENS
Reg. 3 for 98f — Now
3  f o r  4 9 c
Gold arid Silver
KIDD LEATH ER
Reg. $2.75 sq. foot —  Now
1 . 3 5  s q f t .
S a l e  S p e c ia ls  
A R T-M ETA L
• '.1 r : " . ■  t
for Tooling
Looks like aluminum, tools like copper. 
Reg. $1.25 foot —  Now only
6 0 c  ft.
BOOKS
A large selection of fiction' and ' non­
fiction taken from regular Block and 
marked at only
H A L F  P R IC E
,vi! ■.
Aluminum
W HITE ETCH KITS
Complete with instructions and 
, all BupplicSi >
Reg. $3.50 —  Now Only
/ 1 .7 5
Leathercraft Supplies Costume Jewellery Supplies , Shellcraft. Supplies
largc vnricty of ndw and used leather Manv seoulns. corks. Pom Pom Kits; \ All shells arc on sale at f
2 packages for just
A large variety of mAv and used leather 
tools and supplies is on sale at reductions 
of 50% and more
any sequins, corks, Po  Po  its. 
With pike cots to 50% and greater. 25c
M A N Y  OTHER KITS AN D  SU PPL IES- ALL AT HALF PRICE
Including Tool Kits, Shell and Rock Collecting Kits, Girls* Knitting Kits, Complete Beginner’s Electrical Workshop, Wooden Blocks/ 
fiddly Winks, Greeting Cards, Pipe Cleaner Kits, Wooden Beads, and Felt Yardage in a limited selection of colors.
F O R
o n e  W e e k
O N L Y  1571 PENDOZI ST.
.......................... . " ' t
J A M I S O N S F O RO N E  W E E K
PHONE 3044 O N L Y
i < i , i i ,
